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It was a dark and stormy night.

SNOOPY
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A B S T R A C T

Low back pain is a very common and unsolved health prob-
lem and a major cause of disability, affecting work performances
and general well-being. It is estimated that it affects roughly
60–80% of the adult population in the US. The strategies for
treating this pathology range from conservative management
to surgery. Novel biological technologies, such as regenerative
medicine and bio-artificial organs, are already being tested in
human pilot clinical trials. These approaches are an emerging
and promising therapeutic tool that might stop, delay or re-
verse intervertebral disc degeneration. All the above surgical
procedures are commonly delivered by injections into the nu-
cleus pulposus through the annulus fibrosus route. However,
even small needle annulus fibrosus punctures (25 gauge) may
affect intervertebral disc biomechanics, cellularity and biosyn-
thesis. An alternative approach to the annulus fibrosus route,
namely the transpedicular route, has been developed and tested:
it allows to preserve the annulus fibrosus intact, while the nu-
cleus pulposus is reached via the endplate route. For this pur-
pose, it is necessary to create a deep hole into the vertebra along
the transpedicular trajectory. Generally, rotative drills are used,
which can cause intraoperative complications: damaging of sur-
rounding soft tissues and overheating of adjacent tissues up to
necrosis are not uncommon. Moreover, the procedure is man-
ually performed: the surgeon dexterity and experience, in fact,
play a crucial role in maintaining the route toward the end plate
of the vertebra during drilling. The accurate and safe creation
of a single transpedicular bone hole to access to intervertebral
disc space represents therefore an engineering challenge in the
new transpedicular procedure. With this aim, a novel system
has been developed for guiding surgical tools used for interver-
tebral access creation. The proposed positioning system (PS) al-
lows to enhance the positional accuracy of drilling task. The PS
allows the manual advancement of the drilling tool constrained
along a fixed trajectory, in order to preserve the natural haptic
perception of the surgeon, who remains in charge of modu-
lating the drilling force and the feeding rate according to the
position of the drill bit in the bone. Furthermore, a trajectory
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planning algorithm has been implanted for guiding the inser-
tion towards the intervertebral space based only on the acqui-
sition of a few fluoroscopic images. The insertion orientation,
and therefore the regulation of the system joints configuration,
can be planned by a software based on two perpendicular C-
arm fluoroscopic images and starting from the identification of
the insertion point and of the insertion direction drawn on the
images by the surgeon. The system has been dimensioned to
be compatible with the size of C-arm workspace and to mini-
mally interfere with the surgical procedure and the work of the
medical staff.

Furthermore, in order to enhance the safety of the procedure,
ultrasonic technology has been adopted for developing a new
ultrasonic drill for deep holes creation. Ultrasonic bone cutting
has advantages in controlling tissue damages because it selec-
tively cuts only mineralized tissues, avoiding damages to soft
tissues for frequencies in the range of 25 - 35 kHz. In this work
a development process for bone ultrasonic drill has been pro-
posed. The whole ultrasonic drill has been designed in COM-
SOL Multiphysics R© environment, exploiting the multi-domain
tools for simulation. After the manufacturing, the ultrasonic
drill has been characterized in terms of vibration properties.
The experimental results are in agreement with the simulations.

The safety issues in spinal transpedicular procedures cannot
be solely exhausted by taking into account the aforementioned
solutions. Generally, the accuracy problem in bone drilling con-
sists in finding the right drill termination moment to guaran-
tee that the rear hole will not be widened. Different hardware
and software solutions have been developed in order to esti-
mate the drill position during drilling for detecting the bone
layers breakthrough. Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of
these techniques is the use of the pushing force generating drill
bit advancement as effective signal to discriminate among dif-
ferent bone tissues when the feed rate is constant. Therefore,
the adoption of these methods is ineffective in the proposed
surgical positioning system, where the surgeon can manually
control the advancement of the drill bit, thus preserving the
haptic feedback that she/he receives from the interaction be-
tween the tool and the bone tissues. To address the problem of
tissue characterization while leaving the surgeon in complete
control of the transpedicular procedure, the average impedance

parameter has been introduced. A custom drill, embedded
with force and position sensors, which allows the evaluation
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of this new parameter, has been developed. In this work the
average impedance estimation results on porcine models are
discussed. In addition, the average impedance results obtained
on human vertebrae drilling tests are presented and compared
with bone mineral density evaluated from CT scans. Finally, in
this work it is shown the feasibility to use the ultrasonic drill in
the process for the bone layers breakthrough detection, thanks
to its capability of sensing of the thrust force applied during
bone drilling. This represents a huge advantage, since: i) all
the advantages of the ultrasonic cutting, already described, are
assured; ii) a single device allows cutting and sensing features
simultaneously.
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1 C H A L L E N G E S I N S P I N E

S U R G E R Y

1.1 introduction

Low Back Pain (LBP) is a very common health problem and
a major cause of disability, affecting work performances and
general well-being. The worldwide incidence of low back pain
is increasing[23]. Several studies suggest that between 70% and
85% of the population in Europe will suffer from low back dis-
orders at some point in life [24]. Globally, LBP is the leading
cause of societal burden (health and financial), involving more
than 600 million people all over the world [25]. In Figures 1,
2 and 3 the Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALY), that is a
measure of overall disease burden, in relation to the risk of
suffering from LBP due to occupational factors, behavioral fac-
tors and high mass index, are shown. Despite LBP is often
believed a disease, it is indeed a symptom that can result from
several different known or unknown abnormalities or diseases
[26]. In general, LBP is a complex condition whose risk factors
include, but are not limited to, occupational posture, depres-
sive moods, obesity, body height and age. However, in order to
diagnose LBP, and consequently plan an appropriate treatment,
it is necessary to take into account the etiology of LBP based
on patients history, physical examinanation, and outcomes of
the diagnostic tests. Many authors suggest a relation between
etiology and disease of spine that causes LBP [15, 16]. In Table
1 a summary of it is shown.
A clearly identified cause of LBP are lumbar disc disorders.
Discogenic low back pain is a social problem accounting for
over 40% of the patients with chronic low back pain. The high
incidence highlights the importance of identifying strategies to
prevent and treat these disorders [27, 28, 29, 30].
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4 1.1 introduction

Figure 1: LBP attributable to behavioral risk, in disability-adjusted
life-years (DALYs), since 1990 to 2017 in European region.
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME). GBD Compare. Seattle, WA: IHME, University of Washington, 2015.

Available from http://vizhub.healthdata.org/gbd-compare. (Accessed July, 2019)

Figure 2: LBP attributable to occupational risk, in disability-adjusted
life-years (DALYs), since 1990 to 2017 in European region.
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME). GBD Compare. Seattle, WA: IHME, University of Washington, 2015.

Available from http://vizhub.healthdata.org/gbd-compare. (Accessed July, 2019)
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1.1 introduction 5

Figure 3: LBP attributable to high mass index, in disability-adjusted
life-years (DALYs), since 1990 to 2017 in European region.
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME). GBD Compare. Seattle, WA: IHME, University of Washington, 2015.

Available from http://vizhub.healthdata.org/gbd-compare. (Accessed July, 2019)
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6 1.1 introduction

Table 1: Etiology of LBP associated to possible diseases [15, 16].

Etiology Disease

Trauma Lumbar intervertebral disc hernia
Fractures (associated with osteoporosis)
Muscular/fascial low back pain

Inflammation Tuberculous spondylitis
Purulent spondylitis
Infiammatory arthrisis

Neoplasia Spondylosis deformans
Metastatic carcinoma
Spinal cord tumors

Degeneration Spondylosis deformans
Intervertebral disc degeneration
Congenital disease
Degeneration of facets, usually age-related
Spinal stenosis

Visceral disease Renal disease
Disease of pelvic organs
Gastrointestinal disease

Visceral disease Psychogenic low back pain
Hysteria
Despression

Intervertebral disc degeneration is a natural process due to
aging, albeit its exact causes are unknown. Different mecha-
nisms may play a significant role, for example [31]:

• several gene alterations may contribute to degenerative
cascade;

• mechanical stress may increase the intradiscal pressure
and enhance the risk of structural damages;

• exposure to cigarette smoke may inhibit blood supply to
discs.

Intervertebral disc degeneration primarily involves the nu-

cleus pulposus, which is the gel-like core of the disc, with load
bearing, shock-absorbing functions. It is confined by a multil-
amellar fibrocartilage, the annulus fibrosus [32]. With the loss of
physiological properties, the nucleus becomes smaller and the
inner pressure decreases, and so the compressive load is taken
by the annulus fibrosus [1].
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1.1 introduction 7

Figure 4: Stress profiles across the diameter of lumbar intervertebral
discs subjected to 2 kN of compression. Vertical and hori-
zontal stresses are indicated in solid and dot lines, respec-
tively. The x-axis direction corresponds to posterior to ante-
rior direction of vertebra. (A) Young disc. (B) Middle-aged
disc, showing a stress concentration of magnitude “h” in
the posterior annulus. (C) Degenerated disc with multi-
ple stress concentrations in the annulus (arrow) [1]. In the
bottom right-hand corner the global effect of disc degener-
ation.

The graphs in Figure 4 show how the compressive stress dis-
tribution varies for different grades of disc damage. The ther-
apies for the management of the LBP associated with disc de-
generation have primarily two goals [33]:

• reduction of pain through the administration of pharma-
cological or physical therapies;

• motor function improvement in daily activities.

Treatment of discogenic LBP ranges from conservative man-
agement, such as physical therapy and pain relieving medica-
tion, to highly invasive surgical intervention. Taking into ac-
count the surgical interventions, spinal fusion is still the stan-
dard surgical procedure for treatment of persistent discogenic
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8 1.1 introduction

Figure 5: Rendering of spinal fixation.

LBP. Spinal fusion eliminates relative motion between two or
more vertebrae through a "welding" procedure. Using pedicle
screws, two metallic rods are fixed to the damage spine seg-
ment restoring stability (Figure 5). Despite some satisfactory
outcomes, indications are uncertain and complications have been
encountered, such as enhanced degeneration at adjacent disc
levels.

Artificial disc replacement has therefore been suggested as
an alternative to spinal fusion with the aim to better preserve
the flexibility and range of motion at the operated level, while
preventing degenerative changes in adjacent levels. However,
recent studies suggest that the rate of complications after lum-
bar disc prosthesis treatment is considerable, especially in long
term follow-up [34, 35, 36].

Novel biological technologies, such as gene therapy, cell ther-
apy, tissue engineering, regenerative medicine and bio-artificial
organs, are ready to enter, or are already being tested in human
pilot clinical trials [37]. These approaches are an emerging and
promising therapeutic tool that might stop, delay or reverse in-
tervertebral disc degeneration. For example, recent evidence
showed that treatments based on intradiscal injection of bone
marrow mesenchymal stem/stromal cells (MSC) are clinically
safe and effectively improve the course of intervertebral disc
degeneration in vivo [37]. However, many aspects need to be
further investigated to translate these methods to clinical appli-
cations. In particular, current research does not demonstrate
which is the most efficient way to deliver the novel biological
therapies and which is the least damaging surgical transplanta-
tion approach.
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1.1 introduction 9

All the above surgical procedures are commonly delivered by
injections into the nucleus pulposus through the annulus fibro-
sus route [38]. A major drawback of such surgical approaches
is that the annulus fibrosus tissue is damaged, resulting in a
compromised capability of containment of implanted materi-
als or injected hydrogel into the nucleus. Moreover, even a
very modest annulus fibrosus injury may induce or enhance
a degenerative cascade of the disc [39, 40]. Several interverte-
bral disc degeneration animal models, based on annulus fibro-
sus damages ranging from punctures to stabbing, have been
widely used in in-vivo interververtebral disc research [41]. Even
small needle annulus fibrosus punctures (25 gauge) may affect
intervertebral disc biomechanics, cellularity and biosynthesis
[42]. Moreover, increased disc degeneration rate due to annu-
lus punctures has been observed in a human study [43, 2]. A
retrospective study, with 10 year follow-up, showed that discog-
raphy performed through small needle punctures resulted in
accelerated disc degeneration, higher disc herniation rate on
the same side of the disc injection and changes in the endplate
[43]. Furthermore, it has been recently shown on a rabbit disc
degeneration model that the injection of MSCs into the nucleus
pulposus through the annulus route may lead to cell leakage
and accelerated osteophyte formation [44]. Similarly, a study
that monitored the distribution of MSCs following in-vivo in-
jection into nucleotomised porcine discs showed significant cell
loss 3 days after matrix-assisted intradiscal MSC injection trans-
fer into the discs from the annulus route, underlining that inter-
vertebral disc targeting cell therapeutic approaches still suffer
from unsolved problems in terms of delivery effectiveness [45].

In order to improve the efficacy of cells/hydrogel delivery
for disc regeneration, an alternative approach to the annulus
fibrosus route, namely the transpedicular route, has been de-
veloped and tested [2, 8, 46]. This emerging technique allows
to preserve the annulus fibrosus intact, while the nucleus pul-
posus is reached via the endplate route. For this purpose, it
is necessary to create a deep hole into the vertebra (peduncles)
along the transpedicular trajectory (Figure 6).

This new alternative approach has been described and tested
in human cadavers and large animal models, but is not with-
out downsides, as bone is more difficult to penetrate and the
cartilaginous endplate is damaged. However, these tissues can
be more easily repaired/regenerated, in order to avoid leakage
and extrusion of the selected therapeutic, than the more com-
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10 1.2 objectives

Figure 6: 3D-CT reconstructions of sheep spinal segments showing
the transpedicular approach in frontal (A), coronal (B),
sagittal (C) planes [2].

plex structure of the annulus fibrosus. The sealing and repair-
ing of bone and cartilage could be obtained using a press-fit
porous polyurethane scaffold to guide the regeneration [47, 48].
However, for its successful and efficient clinical application, ap-
propriate surgical tools and techniques are required. Impor-
tantly, a less invasive and tissues damaging approach is still
needed.

1.2 objectives

In order to describe the PhD goals, and correspondingly the
structure of this work, it is useful to describe the surgical proce-
dure currently used for disc regeneration through the transpedic-
ular approach, as reported in [8, 2], underlining: i) the surgical
steps for reaching the intervertebral disc through the transpedic-
ular route; ii) procedure-related risks and related precautions
and iii) the surgical instruments currently used for this proce-
dure.

Surgical procedure

The new transpedicular approach, performed by open surgery,
requires that the surgeon, using a k-wire get in motion by an
hand-held surgical rotative drill, creates an access to the inter-
vertebral disc space by drilling the vertebra to obtain a deep
tunnel, up to 50mm long. In particular the tunnel toward the
intervertebral disc is drilled through the pedicle. The pedicle
is a thin shell of cortical bone, filled with cancellous bone, con-
necting the vertebral body with the posterior arch. Once the pe-
duncle has been exposed, the surgeon begins to drill following
a trajectory which has been mentally constructed. To verify the
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1.2 objectives 11

trajectory, the surgeon must interrupt several times the drilling
operation, to acquire two fluoroscopic images perpendicular to
each other (antero-posterior and medio lateral), that will de-
termine whether the drilling trajectory is leading or not to the
end plate. In the positive case, the surgeon can continuing the
drilling operation, trying to follow the already undertaken di-
rection. If negative, the surgeon must mentally re-plan a new
drilling direction for reaching the endplate. The drilling oper-
ation is finally interrupted when the drill breaks through the
endplate and reaches the intervertebral disk. The recognition
of breakthrough between endplate and intervertebral disc is on
the surgeon’s sensitivity. Once the vertebra has been drilled up
to the disc endplate, biological materials are delivered into the
intervertebral disc by using a needle, and the bone tunnel can
be filled with a sealing polymer. The risks that this procedure
involves, include:

• biological damages due to high dose of radiations to which
the patient and medical staff are exposed during the nu-
merous fluoroscopic image acquisitions;

• high chance that the drill bit plunges outside the peduncle
due to improper trajectory planning;

• high chance of mechanically damaging the surrounding
soft tissues with the drill bit.

As mentioned before, the drilling procedure involves surgical
drills and k-wires, which are the basic tools in any orthopedic
surgeon’s toolbox. Nevertheless during their use some intraop-
erative complications may occur. Drill-bit breakage, bone chips
formation, damaging of surrounding soft tissues and overheat-
ing of adjacent tissues up to necrosis are not uncommon during
bone drilling with rotational cutting tools [49].

Moreover it is worth to notice that the procedure is manually
performed and that the surgeon dexterity and experience play
an important role in maintaining the route toward the end plate
of the vertebra during drilling. Another factor to keep in mind
are the surgeon’s tactile feedbacks during drilling that repre-
sent the only method, together with imaging, to: i) monitor the
advancement of the drill through different bone layers, and ii)
enhance the surgeon readiness in recognizing if the drill bit is
damaging wrong tissues (vascular or neurologic).
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12 1.2 objectives

Engineering challenges and PhD objectives

The surgical procedure described above clearly involves the
engineering challenge of the accurate and safe creation of a

single transpedicular bone hole to access to intervertebral disc

space.

For this purpose, keeping in mind the risks related to surgical
procedure, the PhD objectives were:

• design and development of a system for guiding surgical
tools for access creation to intervertebral disc space, able
to decrease the exposure to ionizing radiation associated
to X-ray imaging and to improve the accuracy of drilling
task. Disc degeneration mainly occurs at L4/L5 level,
whose mean anthropometric dimensions are reported in
Figure 7 [3]. The access to disc, via transpedicular route,
needs the creation of a tunnel in the pedicle usign a k-
wire or drill bits with diameter up to φ = 4mm. The
angular accuracy can be estimated using a comprehen-
sive CAD model of the vertebra and the tool for drilling
(considering its maximum dimension of 4mm) as shown
in Figure 7. This evaluation allowed to estimate the max-
imum positional error of drill-bit equal to 5◦. This under-
lines the need for accuracy of this procedure, and so the
need for providing the surgeon with a guiding structure
for insertion of the surgical tools during the transpedic-
ular procedure. The mechanism should guide the drill
towards the intervertebral disc keeping the planned tra-
jectory, thus reducing the number of fluoroscopic images.
Few fluoroscopic images are used to plan the transpedic-
ular route thanks to a proposed planning software. The
trajectory planning algorithm relies on the possibility of
reconstructing the three-dimensional orientation of a seg-
ment using its projections on two orthogonal planes. In
the case of the described surgical procedure, such pro-
jections are provided by two perpendicular fluoroscopic
images of the operating site acquired through a C-arm
fluoroscope. The design of the positioning system takes
into account features and constrains imposed by the pres-
ence of instrumentation and medical staff in the operating
room, making the whole platform low-cost and easily in-
tegrated into standard operating rooms.
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Figure 7: Mean dimensions of a lumbar vertebrae and diameter of
the nucleus pulposus (NP) [3].

• design and development of a bone drilling system that
enhances safety during drilling. With this aim, ultrasonic
technology has been adopted. Ultrasonic drill uses high-
frequency and high-energy microvibrations to selectively
cut mineralized structures, leaving soft tissues undam-
aged, even in case of accidental contact. Ultrasonic bone
cutting, minimizing possible damages to surrounding tis-
sues, can be consider an intrinsically safe drilling method.
Moreover, ultrasonic systems induce lighter thermal ef-
fects on the tissues than rotary drills [50]. This technology,
already present on the market, however, is limited to shal-
low cuts. The challenge was to show that it is possible to
use ultrasonic tools even for deep hole creation. Moreover,
thanks to the piezoelectric transducer used for producing
the high frequency mechanical vibration, the ultrasonic
tool has also intrinsic sensing capability for evaluating
thrust force. This feature has been exploited in a break-
trougth detection algorithm for bone layers identification.
In this way the ultrasonic drill is equipped with a redun-
dant system for drilling safety.

Table 2 shows a summary of the surgical procedure and the
related technological challenges.
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1.3 thesis overview

The thesis has been organized as follows (see the Figure 8):

• in Chapter 2 the state of the art on minimally invasive
spine surgery is presented as well as the surgical proce-
dure pointed out in this work, namely the treatment of
intervertebral disc degeneration through the transpedicu-
lar approach. The analyses of the procedure led to the
definition of the requirements of a surgical platform to as-
sist the surgeon in performing the procedure. The design
of the platform is described. The kinematic architecture
of the platform is reported, and finally the software plan-
ning is described.

• Chapter 3 describes the methods for safe bone drilling.
Different bone machining techniques are presented, high-
lighting the performance of two important technologies,
namely the rotative and the ultrasonic ones. Moreover,
different techniques for bone layers identification are re-
ported. The Chapter is devoted to describe the open chal-
lenges in bone drilling.

• in Chapter 4 the process designed for developing the ul-
trasonic drill for deep hole is presented. Different tools
and strategy for ultrasonic device design are compared.
The piezoelectric actuator, the resonant parts and power
supply with its different control systems are described. Fi-
nally, the results of the proposed development process are
discussed.

• in Chapter 5 an average impedance parameter is defined
to identify bone layers during drilling. An algorithm of
layers identification based on the variation of the average
impedance over a moving position window is presented.
Results from bench tests on porcine models are discussed.
In addition, the average impedance results obtained on
human vertebrae drilling test is presented and compared
with bone mineral density evaluated from CT scans. Fi-
nally, experimental setup and results of force sensing char-
acterization of ultrasonic drill are discussed in order to
implement a new process for bone impedance evaluation.

• in Chapter 6 conclusions and final considerations are re-
ported.
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Figure 8: Thesis overview.
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2 P O S I T I O N I N G A C C U R A C Y I N

B O N E D R I L L I N G

In common language, a well done action is often described
using the sentence “carried out with the precision of a surgeon”.
Precision is one of the attributes that distinguishes a surgeon
both in and outside the operating room. A challenge for or-
thopaedic and spine surgeons, dealing with procedures that
involves anatomical sites where nervous tissues are present, is
to maintain a high level of accuracy and precision during the
surgery using the traditional manual tools. Enabling accurate
implant placement or/and precise drilling following preopera-
tive simulated trajectory are of paramount importance for good
surgical results. However the maintaining of a high accuracy
level in these precision tasks is not assured using handheld sur-
gical tools, as drills for the creation of bony tunnel in prescribed
trajectories. The accuracy of a manipulator is a measure of how
close the manipulator can come to a given point within the
workspace [51]. Moreover, in traditional surgery, drilling trajec-
tories are mentally reconstructed by the surgeon starting from
perpendicular X-ray images. This technique introduces high
risk factors for the patient due to drilling route the inadver-
tently surgeons can undertake and the need of high X-ray dose.
For this reason, in the last decades robotics has been adopted
in surgery for improving the surgical procedures. In [52] is
demonstrated that the robot in performing accurate milling of
the implant cavities for hip replacement surgery is superior in
terms of accuracy and motion steadiness. Many other work
are dedicated to demonstrate the preeminence of robotics in
performing surgical tool manipulation or bone preparation in
orthopaedic surgery. In this Chapter, the state of art about the
robots adopted in surgery, specifically in orthopedics, are pre-
sented. Different strategies for accuracy enhanching are dis-
cussed. At last, a new surgical platform on purpose developed
for transpedicular route procedure is presented and discussed.

17
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2.1 technologies for surgery accu-

racy enhancing

From the second half of the 20th century the world has been
revolutionized by the introduction of computers in all fields
of human life [53]. This revolution has been accompanied by
the progressive development of robotics in the most disparate
fields, first of all the manufacturing one, speeding up the as-
sembly line. The use of a robot in some application scenarios
brings about a large list of advantages, in terms of: i) increas-
ing the efficiency in the execution of a repetitive tasks; ii) im-
proving accuracy [54]. For these reasons robots are used to
automate or improve such industrial processes as welding and
assembly [55, 56, 17]. Keeping in mind the advantages deriv-
ing from the adoption of robotic technologies, and their ability
to couple complex informations to physical actions in order to
perform a useful task, starting from the 1980s robotics is being
increasingly used also in surgery. The first robot for surgical
application was developed by NASA and Stanford Research In-
stitute in the 1980s [57], to enhance surgical skills, and allow
telesurgery. Many surgical systems have been developed to
guarantee an effective surgical procedure and assistance to sur-
geons [58, 59]. Taylor et al. in [55] groups the advantages of
surgical robotics adoption into three areas:

• the potential of a medical robot to significantly improve
surgeon technical capability exploiting the complemen-
tary strengths of humans and robots;

• the potential of medical robots to promote surgical accu-
racy and safety to prevent both human errors and the un-
intentional damages to delicate structures due to surgical
instruments;

• the ability of medical robots to promote consistency while
capturing detailed online information for every procedure.
These data can be used in statistical analyses examining
many cases to develop better surgical plans.

In the last decades the advances in surgery have focused on
minimizing the invasiveness of surgical procedures. Minimally
invasive surgery (MIS) uses a variety of techniques to minimize
the damage inflicted to the body. In general, MIS is associated
with less pain, a shorter hospital stay and fewer complications.
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More than 90% of interventions are now performed through
minimally invasive approaches, with projected growth rates of
up to 15% in the next 5–10 years [60]. Compared to thirty years
ago, this represents a substantial change of paradigm allowing
a number of benefits for the patients and their well-being in
daily life after the surgery [61, 62, 63, 64].

Technological development, also in the robotic field, has meant
that MIS was increasingly adopted by surgeons despite the po-
tential disadvantages of this technique, such as limited oper-
ating space and field of vision, the lack of haptic feedback,
loss of stereo vision and depth perception, diminished hand-
eye coordination, prolonged learning curves and training pe-
riods [65, 66, 67]. Minimally invasive technologies are used
in a wide range of surgical procedures including enduvascular
surgery, general surgery, neurosurgery and orthopedic surgery.
As widely reported in the review of Snyder et al. [68], as the
early 1900s the first minimally invasive techniques for spine
surgery were implemented. Only in 1991 the first discectomy
operation using laparoscopic techniques was performed [69].
These studies have paved the way for the systematic introduc-
tion of robotic technologies for the surgical treatment of ortho-
pedic pathologies. Surgical robotic platforms are employed to
treat a wide variety of orthopedic disorders and to deal with
different procedures, such as minimally-invasive and percuta-
neous repair, e.g. for spinal fractures, spine fusion or joint re-
placement. Robot-assisted Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery
(MISS) has the potential of improving outcomes thanks to the
increased accuracy in the preparation of bone surfaces, increased
reliability and reproducibility of results, better spatial precision,
shorter exposure times to radiation [70, 71, 72, 73]. Robots ap-
pear to be ideal surgical assistants in spinal surgery due to their
inherent characteristics: the ability to perform tasks repeatedly
without fatigue or loss in accuracy, the ability to lessen or elim-
inate hand tremors and the ability to accurately guide the sur-
geon to the target with high precision. In order to improve
safety and accuracy of MISS, since several years the combined
use of surgical robotics and navigation system technologies has
been adopted.

Robot assisted surgery is a technique that involves the com-
bined use of robot and medical imaging data processing. Robot
for assisted surgery can be grouped, as proposed by Korb et al.
in [4], into two categories:
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20 2.1 technologies for surgery accuracy enhancing

• the first group includes telesurgical systems, which de-
pendent from interactive communication with the surgeon
during the whole surgical procedure, and are not pre-
programmed using preoperative medical images. Telema-
nipulators rely on intraoperative images, which are often
given by endoscopes, but can also be given by intraopera-
tive CT or MR imaging devices (Figure 9).

• The other group encompasses preprogrammed surgical
robots. Preprogrammed robots are normally guided by
the use of preoperative images and execute a preopera-
tively defined trajectory. The plan is established before
the intervention and normally will not be changed. The
surgeon supervises the execution of the planned trajec-
tory by the robot. Such systems are well-suited for inter-
ventions, in which bones are drilled or cut, because they
are rigid, and the preoperative images are still valid intra-
operatively, for example, in orthopaedic or maxillofacial
surgeries (Figure 10).

SLAVE MANIPULATOR

MASTER (CONSOLE)

IMAGESCONTROL

IMAGE-PROCESSING

Figure 9: Workflow of a surgical operation with a telemanipulator.
Adapted from [4].

Preprogrammed surgical robots allow a reduction of biolog-
ical damages due to X-ray exposure, repeatedly used in stan-
dard procedures, thanks to the combined use of a pre-operative
planning using Surgical Navigation Systems (SNSs). A SNS at-
tempts to localize or determine the position of surgical tools
in order to guide them toward specific targets, providing on a
display the spatial information about surgical tools or implants
position with respect to the target [74, 75, 5]. SNSs comprise: a
stereoscopic camera emitting infrared light, reflective markers,
the navigation software and a computer platform with screen
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IMAGING

PLANNING

REGISTRATION

INTERVENTATION

POST-OPERATIVE 

EVALUATION

Figure 10: Workflow of a surgical operation with a surgical robot.
Adapted from [4, 5].

in which the 3D reconstruction of patient anatomy and tool po-
sition are displayed. Navigation procedure usually involves the
following steps [18, 76, 77, 78]:

• image data acquisition and processing. Generally, im-
ages from Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging (MRI) are used for the creation of patient
specific models.

• Matching involving registration of patient’s anatomy with
the preoperative medical image with the intraoperative
images, in which external markers on patient’s body be-
fore gathering the image data are used.

• Referencing of the markers identified during matching as
reference markers during surgery, for avoiding mismatch-
ing due to surgeon’s actions or patient’s breathing.

• Tool tracking in order to visualize in real-time the proce-
dures, it is necessary to track the location and orientation
of the tools. Navigation technologies commonly include
sensors to track the position of both the anatomical tar-
get and the surgical tool. Optoelectronic systems, for ex-
ample, are composed of Charge-Coupled Device cameras
to record the relative position between an anatomical site
and surgical tools, which are marked through LED or re-
flective markers/objects.

• Tool visualization in static or dynamic image formed with
the help of image data from bone and instrument track-
ers.
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A different and cheaper navigation method is based on fluo-
roscopy. It allows the construction of an intra-operative map fol-
lowing the stereotactic surgery principles [79]. In orthopaedic
procedures, a C-arm fluoroscope is commonly used and the im-
ages are acquired while a support with markers (such as LEDs)
is attached to the image intensifier of the C-arm and to the tar-
get bones or to the surgical tools. In this way it is possible to
univocally determine their relative positions and to plan the
insertion of surgical tools. Furthermore, a 3D view can be re-
constructed from multiple isocentered C-arm images. However,
these techniques also involve the use of optoelectronic systems
and the patient normally receives a high dose of X-rays due to
the long exposure time[80].

The only use of SNS is not sufficient to guarantee the accu-
racy level needed for surgical procedures, especially when the
spine is involved. In fact the surgeon does not just need tra-
jectory planning toward the target; rather she/he needs that
the surgical tool is precisely positioned according to the plan,
avoiding the inaccuracy of hand-controlled positioning of sur-
gical tools. Robot systems for surgery are sub-classified into
[74, 81]:

• passive systems that do not perform any actions on pa-
tients; rather, they assist surgeons during preoperative
planning, surgical simulation, or intraoperative guidance.
The energy needed for moving the surgical tool is pro-
vided by the surgeon. The robot is locked into prede-
fined position and it is used as a holder that fixes the
orientation of the surgical tool to facilitate the advance-
ment toward the preoperatively defined target. An exam-
ple of passive system is Viewing Wand (ISG Technologies)
that comprises FARO, an articulated six-degree of free-
dom surgical arm with manually guided probe [82, 83, 6]
(Figure 11). The probe position with respect to the skull
is used for registration or navigation. To keep stability of
positioning, the arm is equipped with brakes.

• Semiactive systems perform some actions, such as moving
a drill guide sleeve, but they do not perform surgical
actions. Generally, semiactive systems are employed for
simple tasks, such as needle insertion with linear motion,
osteotomy with planar motion or laparoscopy with con-
ical motion. An example is represented by NeuroMate,
a stereotaxic targeting device for neurosurgery (first neu-
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rosurgical robot to get FDA clearance) [84, 85]. At the be-
ginning of surgical procedure the robot holds a calibration
cage and X-ray imaging is used to register the patient’s co-
ordinate system to the robot (5 degree of freedom); then
the robot is controlled according to the preoperative plan.
When the robot reaches the position, the neurosurgeon
can insert the tool through the robot’s guiding channel
[85, 86, 87].

• Active systems are powered robots that actively interact
with the patient under the supervision of the surgeon,
who monitors the procedure and intervenes as needed. In
this case it is of paramount importance to take into consid-
eration safety issues introducing redundancy in kinemat-
ics and sensors, going to the detriment though hardware
and software complexity and more costly design [88, 89].

Figure 11: FARO ( FARO Medical Technologies, Orlando, FL) surgi-
cal arm adopted in Viewing Wand (I.S.G. Technologies,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) system [6].

Among the first active systems developed for orthopedic sur-
gery there is ROBODOC (Integrated Surgical Systems, Davis,
CA, USA) and CASPAR (URS Ortho GmbH, Rastatt, Germany),
that perform some surgical actions preoperatively programmed.
Their workflow is similar to that of CAD/CAM system, in ad-
dition including an intraoperatively match of preoperative im-
ages and planning of the intervention [90]. The ROBODOC sys-
tem performed the milling automatically based on the surgical
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24 2.1 technologies for surgery accuracy enhancing

Figure 12: The NeuroMateTMrobot system (Integrated Surgical Sys-
tems, Davis, CA).

Figure 13: ROBODOC (Integrated Surgical Systems, Davis, CA,
USA).

plan, and it has been used in many types of orthopedic surgical
procedures including: total hip arthroplasty, femur preparation,
acetabular cup replacement, knee surgery and spine surgery. It
has received a CE mark (1996), and FDA clearance for total hip
replacement (1998) and total knee replacement (2009) [91]. The
robot is instrumented with six-axis force sensor at the wrist.
The force sensing is used for safety monitoring, to allow the
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surgeon to manually direct the robot arm and to vary the ve-
locity of tool motion as a function of the forces experienced
during milling [92, 93]. The tip of the robot carries a high-
speed rotary cutter which can accurately bore a femoral cavity
for hip implant. ROBODOC works with a pre-operative plan-
ner called ORTHODOC, which allows a computer model of the
appropriate size and shape of implant to be positioned over a
three-dimensional model of the hip, reconstructed from a series
of CT scans. The position and orientation of the implant can be
adjusted until the surgeon is satisfied [74, 92, 94, 95]. A direct
competitor to ROBODOC was CASPAR system, no longer for
sale, that was designed for automatically bone drilling from a
preoperative plan based on CT data [96, 97].

Another system is RIO robotic arm (MAKO Surgical Corpo-
ration, Ft. Lauderdale, FL, USA), that received FDA clearance
in 2008. The RIO is used for knee arthroplasty or patellofemoral
arthroplasty [91, 98]. The RIO arm and the surgeon simultane-
ously hold the surgical tool, with which the surgeon drills the
surgical site (Figure 14). The arm is backdrivable with low fric-
tion and low inertia, so that the surgeon can easily move the
tool. The arm resists motions outside of the planned cutting
envelope by pushing back on the surgeon’s hand. RIO does
not require the bone to be fixed to itself, relying on a camera
system to track bone and tools intraoperatively [99, 100, 101].

While navigation and robotic system have been well accepted
in surgery, with widespread use in urology and general surgery,
robotics in spinal surgery remains a relatively new develop-
ment [73]. In the years that followed, other surgical robots were
developed to assist orthopedic surgeons. In particular, as it re-
gards the spine surgery, a miniaturized robot for pedicle screw
placement, namely the Spine Assist (Mazor Surgical Technolo-
gies, Caesarea, Israel), has been developed and approved by
FDA [102, 103] (Figure 15). The SpineAssist is a bone-mounted
semiactive robot designed with the purpose of assisting the
surgeon in spinal fusion procedures or fracture repairs, guid-
ing percutaneously, with 6 Degree of Freedom (DoF), the in-
sertion of pedicles screws [104]. The bone mounting feature
ensures that the robot compensates in agreement with breath-
induced and other patient’s motions, to the detriment of the
procedure invasiveness. In fact the robot is mounted on the ad-
jacent healthy vertebras. The SpineAssist uses an image-based
mechanical guidance technique: a workstation takes care of
matching the preoperative CT scans with intraoperative fluo-
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Figure 14: RIO by MAKO Surgical Corporation (Ft Lauderdale, FL,
USA)

roscopic images for trajectory planning, kinematic calculations,
and robot control [105, 106]. Moreover, the software allows op-
timization of length, diameter, positioning, and trajectories of
the implants. The surgical procedure starts with anchoring the
mounting platform with k-wire to spinous processes. Then, a
fiducial array is placed to the mounting platform. Two fluo-
roscopies are taken in anteroposterior plane and 60◦ oblique
to the lateral plane. In this way the workstation computes the
matching and registration of the pre- and intra-operative im-
ages. After planning, the fiducial array is removed and robot
is anchored on mounting platform. The robot is employed in
accordance with the surgical plan to provide the trajectory and
the entry point for the instrumentation and a metal arm holds
the drill guide. In this way the surgeon can safely drill all the
vertebras moving the robot along the mounting rail.
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Figure 15: Mazor SpineAssist (Mazor Surgical Technologies, Cae-
sarea, Israel).

SpineAssist was used in more than 25 medical centers be-
tween 2005 and 2011 on more than 2000 patients, showing its
benefits including the reduction of the duration of fluoroscopic
exposure, better accuracy due to computerized assisted plan-
ning and navigation, avoidance of human caused complications
and less trauma for the patient [107, 108]. Disadvantages of
the SpineAssist include a longer duration of the procedure and
the operational cost is higher, requiring a good trained medi-
cal staff. The same company in 2011 introduced Renaissance
Robotic System, the second-generation of SpineAssist. Renais-
sance obtained FDA clearance (2011) and CE mark for spinal
surgery, and a CE mark for brain procedures [109]. Renais-
sance Robotic system has dimensions and weight smaller re-
spect to the previous one, moreover the system was designed
with better ergonomic structure and the sensitivity of position-
ing was enhanced. Moreover, Renaissance includes an add-on
for existing fluoroscopy C-arms that provides 3D images for
intraoperative verification of implant placement [110].

The use of Renaissance needs the following steps [111]:

• preoperative planning. CT images, with 0.4 - 1 mm cross-
section interval, are loaded into the software. The soft-
ware converts CT images into 3D imaging. Once the sur-
geon determines the vertebral segments for surgical inter-
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vention, she/he may select the localization, diameter and
length of instruments and the type of the intervention and
the planning data are loaded to the robot in the operating
room.

• Registration of clamp position. Preoperative planning infor-
mation is matched with preoperative x-ray images. This
process can be performed using a disposable 3D marker
kit placed onto the clamp where anterior and posterior
images and oblique x-ray images are taken.

• Robot assembly and motion. The robot can be stabilized on
a suitable platform with the aid of a clamp. After the
correct coordinates are received by the robot, gaits for a
reliable trajectory are reported and in which the surgeon
can insert the appropriate cannula and K-wires onto the
appropriate trajectory.

• Manual application of pedicle screws that can manually be
tightened.

Starting from 2016 Mazor Robotics has introduced a new
product for spinal and brain surgery, the Mazor XTM(Figure 16).
The Mazor XTMrobotic guidance system allows pre-operative or
intra-operative planning and robotic-guided execution of mul-
tiple trajectories. The new system is a bed-mounted robotic
guidance system that leaves the workstation away from the op-
erating table to minimize the risk of crowding during the pro-
cedure. In order to assure greater predictability and precision,
Mazor XTMincludes three integrated processes: i) planning, ii)
guidance and iii) verification. It is composed by a workstation
and 6 dof articulated arm with an overall accuracy of 1.5mm.
Also the last version of Mazor robots maintains a secure rigid
patient fixation.

Despite of the several advantages, different authors state that
uses and efficacy of surgical robotics have not been well es-
tablished yet: long-term follow up studies still have not been
conducted able to enable surgical robotics to become the best
standard for orthopaedic procedures [17]. Among the main ob-
stacles it is possible to mention the high costs and the need of
setting up a dedicated operating room coordinating robot sys-
tem with imaging [112]. Other issues associated with the use
of surgical robotis regard the considerable amount of time and
associated costs required to train the surgical team, as well as
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2.1 technologies for surgery accuracy enhancing 29

Figure 16: Mazor XTM(Mazor Surgical Technologies, Caesarea, Is-
rael).

the increased time for both preoperative planning and intraop-
erative use [104, 112, 113, 114]. Moreover, contradictory results
on reduction of radiation exposure are reported [113, 115, 116].
Patient anatomy needs to be immobilized by fixing it to the
operating room table, and the patient movements need to be
compensated for by tracking it in real time and adjusting the
fixed robot position accordingly, increasing the complexity of
the robot’s registration to the target anatomy [117]. Kim VB et
al in [118] identify potential disadvantages in lack of compat-
ible instruments and equipment with robots end-effector. On
the other hand, as Joseph et al. describe in [119], robotics in
spine surgery is in its infancy, and it is still necessary to iden-
tify the ideal role for robots among spinal instrumentation.

The way to gain the acceptance and consequently the adop-
tion of technologies to support the surgeon could be to design
simple and cheap robotic arms able to actively involve surgeons
in the surgical workflows. For this reason, the design of the
robot and its functionality must maximize the strengths of the
human operator in term of efficacy and accuracy on the per-
formed procedure (Table 3). The goal of surgical robotics is
not to replace the surgeon, rather to provide to her/him with a
new set of very versatile tools that extend her/his ability. More-
over, keeping in mind the will of the surgeons of maintaining
control over the surgical procedure, the assisting robot must be
designed considering the specific tasks to delegate to it. This
consideration is necessary in order to decrease kinematics and
control strategy complexity of the system and to design task-
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30 2.1.1 Design principles of surgical robots

Table 3: Differences between surgeons and robots. Adapted from
[17].

Surgeons Robots

Strengths

Dexterous
Flexible and adaptable
Able to use qualitative information
Good judgment
Rudimentary haptic abilities
Can integrate extensive and diverse information

High geometric accuracy
Stable and untiring
Repeatability
Can be equipped with different sensors

Limitation

Prone to tremor and fatigue
Limited geometric accuracy
Limited ability to use quantitative information

No judgement
Unable to use qualitative information
Expensive
More studies needed

specific robot. For example robots for percutaneous needle in-
sertion need only three degrees of freedom: 2 DoF to orient
a needle about an entry point and 1 DoF to control insertion
depth. For this guidance applications, passive arms with joints
embedded encoders are often sufficient for low-risk maneuvers,
simple and precise tasks [120, 121, 122, 123].

2.1.1 Design principles of surgical robots

The design of a surgical robot must take into account some
constraints that cannot be ignored in relation to the use that will
be made of it. Unlike the industrial robots, which work isolated
from the users by preventing machine workspace from human
intrusion, surgical robots cooperate with the surgeon, medical
staff and interact the patient. For this reasons, the influence of
human factor and specific clinical constraints in design process
must be considered. Moreover, the required functionalities are
defined according to different surgical operations, that imply
the surgical robot must be designed for specific operations on
targeted anatomy.

In particular, it is worth noticing that during the use of a
surgical robot:

• the working conditions change with each patient, e.g. due
to different characteristics of soft tissues, position of the
patient on the operating table, size of the body and acces-
sibility of the organs;

• “trial/error” nor “doing again” movements of the robot
must be excluded;

• it is necessary a pre-operative study of the intervention;
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2.1.1 Design principles of surgical robots 31

• planned operations could request a modification during
the operation according to the experience and judgment
ability of the surgeon;

• the position with respect to the patient varies between two
operations and the environment is usually unstructured:
operating rooms are cluttered with several other medical
systems (radiology, anesthesia, surgery, etc.);

• a limited workspace is preferred in order to prevent haz-
ardous collisions between its moving parts and the medi-
cal staff or the patient;

• a fixed operating point for protection against unexpected
motion of surgical tools should be settled.

It should be emphasized, that surgeons are not engineers
with technical experience in robotics (dedicated user-friendly
human-machine interface must be introduced to facilitate the
use of the robot and its features) but their contribute is funda-
mental in design process especially in requirement analysis.

Generally, as Kuo et al. highlight in [124], the kinematic de-
sign is the predominant phase in the design of robotic manip-
ulators for minimally invasive surgery. In this phase safety,
accuracy, ergonomics, and dexterity issues must be taken into
account and transformed into technical specification, (e.g. the
mechanism topology, workspace) to satisfy the surgical require-
ments. Usually in minimally invasive surgery, surgical instru-
ment are manipulated with a 4 DoF pivoting motion including
three rotational DoFs and onte translational DoF (Figure 17)
[125, 126]. In [124], Kuo defines three different kinematic de-
sign requirements in order to manipulate surgical instrument
with robotic manipulator:

• the end-effector must allow 4 DoF (three rotational DoFs
and onte translational DoF);

• the axes of three revolute DoF should intersect at some
point which should locate some distance away from the
manipulator;

• the translational DoF should move along a fixed direction
respect to the end-effector (along which the surgical in-
strument is being inserted and retracted).
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32 2.1.1 Design principles of surgical robots

Figure 17: The four degrees of freedom of motion for an MIS instru-
ment, adapted from [7].

These requirements can be met choosing different robotic ar-
chitectures, in particular three basic architectures are available:
i) serial architecture, ii) parallel architecture and iii) hybrid ar-
chitecture. Each architecture is characterized by the type of
kinematic chain connecting the end-effector to the base link,
and specifically (Figure 18):

• serial architecture is the classic anthropomorphic manip-
ulator composed by a single open loop kinematic chain,
where adjacent links are interconnected by a revolute joint.
It is characterized by a large work space and high dexter-
ity. The most important disadvantage is the low precision
that results from cumulative joint errors and deflection
of the links. High inertia, due to high number of series
moving parts, affects the performance too [51, 127].

• parallel architecture is composed by two or more close
loop kinematic chains, where the end-effector is connected
to the base link by at least two different and indepen-
dent kinematic chains. The limits of the parallel manip-
ulators are the small work space and low dexterity re-
spect to the serial ones. However, there are numerous
advantages allowing the adoption of this kind of archi-
tecture for surgical robots. The parallel architecture pro-
vides high pay-load: the load on end-effector is shared
by different kinematic chains, offering high rigidity to the
structure. The joint errors are not added up, rather are
shared by joints: it affords high accuracy to the manipula-
tor [51, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131].
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2.1.2 Remote center of motion 33

• hybrid architecture is the combination of the serial and
parallel architectures. Generally, the hybrid architecture
is composed by open and closed kinematic chains.

The most compliant architecture with the fundamental re-
quirements for surgical robot is the parallel architecture. The
compactness and lightness of parallel architectures simplify the
relocation of the robot in the operating room and save neces-
sary space. The relatively small work volume of the parallel
robots, if correctly designed, can introduce an important safety
feature. In addition, parallel robots behave safely near singular-
ity. The parallel robots provide accuracy with lower price when
compared to similar serial robots with the same accuracy level.
These high levels of accuracy are important for spine surgery
[127].

a) b)

Figure 18: a) Scara robot, example of serial robot; b) Stewart platform,
example of parallel architecture.

2.1.2 Remote center of motion

As described, surgical robot has to manipulate surgical tools
working with large angular mobility about a single point or
within a limited small spatial volume. In particular the sur-
gical tools is pivoted around a single point. In laparoscopic
a “fulcrum effect” at patient’s abdominal wall is desired. The
surgical tool has only four DOFs (three rotations and depth of
penetration) centered at the entry point and very constrained
lateral motions are acceptable. Moreover, the extracorporeal
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34 2.2 a new surgical positioning system

workspace volume must guarantee that the robotic manipula-
tor does not collide with patient during surgery. For those
reasons, in minimally invasive surgery robots with appropri-
ate kinematic architecture, that allow a fixed rotational center
located some distance away from the structure and patient, are
often adopted. These manipulators are designed taking into ac-
count the concept of remote center-of-motion (RCM) and they
can decouple rotational and translational motion of tools. Kuo
in [7] describes the RCM as "geometrically a point at which
one or more rotational motions are centered and these motion
are under remote-control by the mechanism". The adoption
of RCM robot decreases the risk of injury during surgery not
allowing lateral motions of instrumentations [132]. Many me-
chanical solutions including RCM with different DoFs and de-
signs have been proposed in [133, 134, 135, 136].

2.2 a new surgical positioning sys-

tem

Referring to surgical procedures described in Section 1.2, a
new passive Surgical Positioning System (SPS) for guiding or-
thopedic drill during transpedicular approach and supporting
spine surgeons in MISS has been developed. The choice to de-
sign a passive system arises from the fact that orthopaedic or
neural surgeons may prefer an assisting device rather than a
substituting one in performing surgical procedures, as shown
in [105]. Passive systems preserve the skills of the surgeon, who
remains the only supervisor of the surgical tool advancement
along a drilling path. The introduction of SPS allows a mitiga-
tion of tremor during the orientation of surgical drill enhancing
the accuracy of drilling trajectory.

It is worth noting that such approach would complement the
haptic feedback on which the surgeon usually relies on hand-
held manual drillings. The proposed SPS is conceived to be in-
tegrated in a surgical platform capable of assisting the surgeon
in the transpedicular procedure to treat degenerative interver-
tebral disc diseases (refer to Chapter 1 ). This procedure entails
an access to the intervertebral space through a transpedicular
route and can be performed percutaneously, overcoming the
disadvantages of open surgery. To this aim it is necessary to ori-
ent a cannula to guide the bone (vertebra) drill along a planned
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route, for creating the access to the intervertebral disc through
the vertebral pedicle. The designed system includes a software
for the identification of the target cannula orientation, starting
from the desired insertion point, and from the pre-planned in-
sertion direction, and a mechanical support handling the can-
nula and orienting it as required. Starting from two perpendic-
ular fluoroscopic images, the software can assist the surgeon to
plan a safe route to reach the intervertebral space. Thus, the
software developed for the transpedicular route planning aims
to reduce the number of fluoroscopic images, decreasing the
absorbed radiation dose. Furthermore, the SPS simplifies the
cannula insertion procedure: route planning does not require
the use of an additional optoelectronic system, but it is only
based on fluoroscopic images captured with a C-arm fluoro-
scope. In addition, the SPS is designed to be easily integrated
with the surgical instruments commonly available in the oper-
ating room.

2.2.1 Requirements

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the novel transpedicular approach
for intervertebral disc regeneration foresees that the nucleus
polposus is accessed via the pedicles without disruption to the
AF. Figure 19 shows two fluoroscopic images where the needle
for intervertebral disc inspection is highlighted in red. Nowa-
days this task is performed manually by the surgeon. The
proper positioning of the k-wire is verified by acquiring several
antero-posterior and medio-lateral fluoroscopic images taken
during drilling, thus exposing the patient to a high dose of ra-
diations. Once the vertebra has been drilled up to the disc end-
plate, biological materials are delivered into the IVD using a
needle. The surgeon establishes an access to the IVD by drilling
the bone of the vertebra with a k-wire.

To introduce the new transpedicular procedure in clinical
practice it is necessary to develop a SPS coping with some con-
straints:

• i) The surgical procedure should be performed percuta-
neously rather than through an open surgery. So far it
has been tested only on cadavers and large animals in
open surgery but, through the design of an appropriate
SPS compensating for the lack of sight on the operating
field, it could be performed also percutaneously. More-
over, it is crucial to have a tool able to support the sur-
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geon in the planning of the optimal insertion direction of
the drill without the need for several fluoroscopic images.

• ii) The SPS should be compatible with the space available
in the operating area and with the equipment used during
surgery, such as the C-arm fluoroscope. In particular, it
should not hamper the 90◦ rotation of the C-arm to switch
between the antero-posterior and the medio-lateral acqui-
sitions, as shown in Fig. 20.

• iii) The SPS should not hinder the actions of the involved
medical operators. It should be anchored to a single side
of the operating table, e.g. to its lateral bars, and in par-
ticular to the one opposite to the medical staff.

• iv) The SPS should include a Mechanical Positioning De-
vice (MPD) supporting and orienting the surgical tools
with passive joints to be manually regulated by the sur-
geon and to be subsequently locked in a specific configu-
ration. Moreover, the MPD should include i) two rotary
DoFs to regulate the orientation in the axial and sagittal
planes, ii) three linear DoFs for its gross positioning before
the fine orientation and iii) a Remote Center of Motion
(RCM) to avoid damaging soft tissues during the orienta-
tion adjustment.

A

(a)

B

(b)

Figure 19: Medio-lateral view of two approaches to the IVD. The can-
nula is represented in red. Traditional approach via the
AF 19a;New approach through the pedicle 19b proposed
in [8].
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(a) (b)

Figure 20: Schematic representation of the fluoroscopic images acqui-
sition through the C-arm. 20a Acquisition of the antero-
posterior image; 20b Acquisition of the medio-lateral im-
age. The reported dimensions are: a = 390 mm, b =

780 mm, c = 300 mm, d = 700 mm.

2.3 design of the positioning sys-

tem

2.3.1 Insertion procedure

As described in Sec. 2.2.1, the new transpedicular procedure
for the delivery of regenerative materials in the intervertebral
disc requires in the creation of an access to the disc through a
vertebral pedicle. Such access is obtained by drilling the bone
tissue, starting from an insertion point located on the vertebral
pedicle up to the disc endplate. It is crucial to properly plan
the drilling path to avoid intercepting neural structures such
as nerve roots and to minimize the number of acquired fluoro-
scopic images possibly needed to monitor the cannula advance-
ment, e.g. through position sensors.

The transpedicular procedure has been tested in traditional
open surgery conditions [8, 2]. In this thesis it is proposed a
new SPS that will allow to perform transpedicular procedure
in a minimally invasive way, i.e. based on a single percuta-
neous access. The SPS consists of two components: i) a MPD
that holds a cannulated guide through which the surgeon can
insert different surgical tools (e.g. the driller to reach the disc
endplate); ii) a software with a Graphic User Interface (GUI)
that allows the surgeon to define the desired cannula orienta-
tion (directed from the insertion point to the endplate) and that
calculates the configuration of the MPD needed to orient the
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38 2.3.1 Insertion procedure

cannula as required. More specifically, as shown in Fig. 21, the
insertion procedure comprises the following steps:

Acquisition of 

fluoroscopic images

Adjustment of the 

MPD configuration by 

the surgeon

Manual percutaneous 

access of the cannula 

(contact of the bone 

insertion point)

Acquisition of 

fluoroscopic images

Images pre-

processing 

(calibration)

Insertion and 

advancement of the 

bone driller
Connection of the 

MDP and locking

of its configuration

Calculation of 

the MPD 

configuration

Desired 

cannula 

placement 

defined by 

the surgeon

Joint 

angles

AP and ML 

cannula 

orientation

1

2

3

Figure 21: Block scheme of the surgical procedure steps. 1. Percu-
taneous access of the cannula; 2. Orientation planning; 3.
Adjustment of the MPD.

1. Percutaneous access of the cannula. The surgeon inserts per-
cutaneously a cannula into the soft tissues of the back
in caudocranial direction until its tip touches the vertebra.
This action is performed manually and the actual position
of the cannula is identified by acquiring two perpendicu-
lar (antero-posterior and medio-lateral) fluoroscopic im-
ages to check if the insertion point on the vertebra is cor-
rectly located on the pedicle. The process possibly needs
to be iterated until the cannula tip is properly placed. Fi-
nally, the MPD is connected to the cannula and its joints
are locked to fix its configuration.

2. Orientation planning. Two fluoroscopic images in antero
posterior and medio lateral projections are acquired again,
as shown in Fig. 22 (to check that the fixation of the MPD
do not alter the position of the cannula tip). The planning
software pre-processes these two images to compensate
for a possible offset between them. This offset could be
present if the base of the C-arm is accidentally translated
by the operators between the two acquisitions. The sur-
geon, starting from the insertion point (cannula tip on the
vertebra), draws a desired path to the endplate on the two
fluoroscopic images. The software derives the desired spa-
tial orientation of the cannula and returns the joint angles
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2.3.2 Kinematic structure of the mechanical positioning device 39

needed to set the configuration of the MPD so that the
cannula insertion direction is the one desired (details will
be reported in Sec. 2.3.3).

3. Adjustment of the MPD. The adjustment of joint angles
of the MPD, and hence of its configuration, is manually
performed by the surgeon. She/he can then insert the
driller within the guiding cannula to start the drilling of
the bone.

a) b)

Figure 22: Fluoroscopic images and cannula desired placement
(black line). a) Antero-posterior view; b) Medio-lateral
view.

At the end of the described process the surgeon can occasion-
ally stop the drilling to acquire additional images and check
that the pre-planned advancement direction is actually the safest
one to reach the endplate without damages to neural structures.
If needed, the driller and the cannula can be extracted and a
new insertion can be performed by restarting the whole proce-
dure as described above.

2.3.2 Kinematic structure of the mechanical positioning de-

vice

The hardware part of the SPS is the MPD, whose kinematic
structure (Figure 23) includes:

• A linear 3-DoFs Cartesian stage that can be anchored to the
lateral bars of the operating table (prismatic joints are indi-
cated with di, i = 1, . . . , 3) for the initial rough positioning of
the tool before the subsequent fine orientation adjustment.
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Figure 23: Kinematic structure of the proposed 5-DoFs MPD. Rotary
joints ji (i = 2, . . . , 8) implement a planar double parallel-
ogram (see also Figure 24) for the orientation of the can-
nula in the sagittal plane while joint j1 is added to regu-
late the orientation in the axial plane. Prismatic joints di

(i = 1, . . . , 3) are added for the initial rough position reg-
ulation of the tool before the final fine orientation adjust-
ment. The ground indicates the operating table on which
the positioning system is connected.

• A Planar Double Parallelogram (PDP) mechanism with 1-
DoF RCM, as further detailed in Figure 24, that orients the
cannula around two rotation axes thanks to an additional ro-
tary joint j1. In this way, two independent rotational motions
for the PDP mechanism can be produced: one is caused by
joint rotation j2 of an angle θ2 in PDP plane, and the other
one is obtained through the rotation of the PDP mechanism
of an angle θ1 around the link a1 axis, thanks to the joint
j1. The global reference frame and the reference anatomical
planes are shown in Figure 28. The PDP plane is parallel to
the the axial plane, and its inclination is varied by θ1. This
inclination can be directly read on a sagittal section, where
the a6 projection forms an angle β with the y axis. For fixed
values of θ1 and θ2 it is possible to define the angle α between
the cannula (link a6) and the x axis.

The dimensions of the links are chosen taking into account
the workspace of the fluoroscope and the human size as re-
ported in Section. 2.2.1. In particular, length l3 is equal to
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2.3.2 Kinematic structure of the mechanical positioning device 41

Table 4: Dimension of link l1, l2 and l3.

Link
Length

(mm)

l1 45

l2 184

l3 155

the average width of the human torso. Link dimensions are
reported in Table 4.

The whole system formed by the Cartesian stage and the PDP
mechanism is positioned on one side of the operating table al-
lowing a positional and orientational task with 5 DoFs (Figure
26).
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Figure 24: Kinematic representation of the PDP mechanism and ad-
ditional rotary joint j1 used to orient the cannula in the
sagittal plane (angle β) and in the axial plane (angle α).
The joint responsible for the first regulation is j1 (angle
θ1) while the one responsible for the second regulation is
j2 (angle θ2). The links l1, l2 and l3 were dimensioned
to comply with the spatial constrained imposed by the C-
arm as represented in Fig. 20. The link a6 represents the
direction of the cannula.

The developed SPS is shown in Figure 26. As shown in
Figure 23 the SPS comprises two sub-modules. A third mod-
ule can be considered when a linear guide is attached to the
end-effector in which the surgical drill can slide pushed by
the surgeon. The kinematic parameters can be adjusted by
the surgeon using five knobs, that correspond to 5dof of the
SPS. The driving joints (d1, d2, d3, j1 and j2) are irreversible
(non-backdriveable) and are actuated by the surgeon through
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Figure 25: Reference anatomical planes and cannula orientation an-
gles, α, β and γ, with respect to the global reference frame.
The angles θ1 and θ2 represent the joint angles of the
MPD.

Table 5: The specifications of SPS.

Payload up to 20 Kg
Useful workspace [mm] 755x600x331

Mass [Kg] 64,7

Material
Al EN AW 6060; Steel

EN 1.4404; Carbon Fibre
Number of dof 5

knobs. The knobs are connected with a worm gear. The torque
C, impressed to the worm by the surgeon, is transformed in di-
rection and module according with the worm drive reduction
ratio. The whole system is developed using three different ma-
terials: joints are made of alluminium EN AW 6060 and stain-
less steel EN 1.4404, while carbon fiber tubes are used for links.
The specifications of SPS are reported in Table 5.
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Figure 26: The configuration of the positioning system can be ad-
justed by manually operating the knobs (highlighted in
yellow). 1) clamping bars; 2) side bar of the operating ta-
ble; 3) linear guide; 4) surgical tool; 5) C-arm; 6) RCM of
the double planar parallelogram.

2.3.3 Software for orientation reconstruction

The reconstruction of the cannula placement is based on the
possibility of determining the spatial orientation of a segment
starting from its two orthogonal projections. The problem can
be described considering a single global reference frame x–y–z
(Fig. 28), that can be defined by assuring that both the C-arm
and the SPS are referenced with regard to the same surgical
table. This assures that the orientation of the images relative to
the mechanism is correct.

In particular: i) the y axis is directed towards the longitudi-
nal axis of the patient, that is prone on the operating table; ii)

the planar PDP mechanism lies on a plane parallel to the axial
one; iii) the C-arm lies on a plane parallel to the axial plane and
it can be rotated around an axis parallel to the y axis (Figure
20) to obtain two perpendicular projections on the frontal and
sagittal planes of the surgical site (antero-posterior and medio-
lateral views respectively). The acquired images contain the
necessary information to determine the current orientation of
the cannula and to plan its insertion so that the drill can safely
reach the IVD space. Starting from the antero-posterior and
medio-lateral images (Figure 22), the software can evaluate the
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Figure 27: Schematic representation of the cannula orientation (seg-
ment P1P2 in light blu) starting from the desired place-
ment (red) identified by the surgeon on the antero-
posterior view (frontal plane) and medio-lateral view
(sagittal plane).

angles of the rotary joints of the positioning system (θ1 and θ2,
see Figure 24). Indeed, the software calculates the three orien-
tation angles of an arbitrarily oriented segment with respect to
Cartesian axes (α, β and γ).

With reference to Figure 27, from the projections on the sagit-
tal and frontal planes, it is possible to identify the tip of the
cannula (point P2) and its other visible extremity (point P1) and
their projections. In this configuration the tip of the cannula
is identified by the coordinates (x2,y2) in the frontal projection
and by (y2, z2) in the sagittal view. Likewise, for the other end-
point of the cannula, the coordinates (x1,y1, z1) of the point P1
can be identified. Accordingly, the reconstructed segment P1P2
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has the same spatial orientation of the cannula. The vector r

represents the direction of the segment P1P2:

r =



x1 − x2
y1 − y2

z1 − z2


 =




l

m

n


 (1)

It is possible to calculate the orientation angles of the cannula
in the Cartesian coordinate system as follows:

α = arccos(cos(r̂x)) = arccos(± l/r)

β = arccos(cos(r̂y)) = arccos(±m/r) (2)

γ = arccos(cos(r̂z)) = arccos(±n/r)

Once the direction cosines are know, it is possible to evaluate
the kinematic parameters of the PDP, namely the angles θ1 and
θ2. Considering the reference frame shown in Figure 28, it is
possible to describe the pose of PDP using a spherical coordi-
nate system. The position of PDP is described by the equation
set:











x = ρ sin(θ) cos(φ)

y = ρ sin(θ) sin(φ)

z = ρ cos(θ)

(3)

where ρ is the length of the polar vector. At the same time, a
spatial point can be described using the direction cosine:











x = ρ cos(α)

y = ρ cos(β),

z = ρ cos(γ)

(4)

So, substituing Equation 4 into 3 the relation between the
direction cosine and the spherical coordinate is obtained:











sin(θ) cos(φ) = cos(α)

sin(θ) sin(φ) = cos(β),

cos(θ) = cos(γ)

(5)

from which it is possible to derive the following relation:

γ = θ (6)

φ = arctan(cos(β), cos(α)) (7)
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Figure 28: Reference anatomical planes and cannula orientation an-
gles, α, β and γ, with respect to the global reference frame.
The angles θ1 and θ2 represent the joint angles of the
MPD.

Equations 6 and 7 allow, starting from two perpendicular X-
ray images, to evaluate the current pose of the PDP and to plan
the transpedicular route, by selecting on both images the entry
point into the intervertebral disc space.

GUI implementation

As mentioned, the trajectory-planning algorithm relies on the
possibility of reconstructing the three-dimensional orientation
of a segment using its projections on two orthogonal planes.
The software developed and implemented in MATLAB (Math-
works, Natick MA, USA) allows to: i) determine the current
orientation of the cannula and the related configuration of the
positioning system; ii) plan a safe route to reach the interverte-
bral space; iii) return the joint parameters θ1 and θ2 to update
the configuration of the positioning system so that the driller
can reach the intervertebral disc space following the planned
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route. A global reference frame, O− x− y− z, is adopted for
the resolution of the problem (Figure 3). The calculation of cur-
rent orientation and trajectory planning requires the following
steps:

1. Identifying on both images the same detail (e.g. vertebra
thickness, cannula length) and scaling the two views so
that such detail has the same dimensions in ML and AP
views. In this way, scale changes, due to accidental shifts
of the rotation center of C-arm during the acquisition, are
compensated.

2. Identifying two points (P1 and P2) of the cannula on ML
and AP views (e.g. the tip and the distal point) in or-
der to: i) operate a registration of the images (along the
y-direction); ii) evaluate the current orientation of the can-
nula and the corresponding configuration of the position-
ing system (Figure 3). These points must have a common
y* coordinate. If during the images acquisition the C-arm
is inadvertently moved from its position in x–y plane the
software can carry out a calibration for matching the y co-
ordinates of the two projections. The offset calculation is
done by evaluating yoff = y2− y1 so that the images have
the same reference frame and the software can continue
the planning.

3. Choosing on both projections the desired entry point on
the vertebra end plate. The surgeon chooses the desired
access points to disc space on the frontal projection, which
has coordinates (xa,ya) (blue point in frontal projection of
Figure 29b). The software draws a straight line (y = ya)
on the sagittal view in y–z plane (Figure 29b). Along this
line the surgeon has to select the access point in the sagit-
tal view (see blue point in sagittal projection of Fig. 29b).
At this point the software draws a line representing the
transpedicular route projected on the two views (Fig. 3).
Therefore, the surgeon can visualize the planned route
and analyze it. If it does not meet the safety requirements
for the patient (e.g. it is too close to nervous structures)
the surgeon can redefine a new route.

4. Once the transpedicular trajectory is defined, the software
returns the joint parameters according to which the oper-
ator can manually adjust the configuration of the position-
ing system (Fig. 3).
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Figure 29: Steps of the orientation planning. 29a Identification of the
current position of the cannula tip (red points). 29b. Iden-
tification of the desired position of the cannula tip (blue
point). 29c Planned insertion direction (yellow line).
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3 B O N E D R I L L I N G T E C H N I Q U E S

Orthopaedic surgery treats disorders of the musculoskeletal
system. There are various types of orthopedic surgery, mainly
related to bones or joints, and to the adjacent soft tissues: mus-
cles, ligaments and tendons. In all cases, orthopedic surgery
can be performed either traditionally, by open surgery, or arthro-
scopically. Many orthopedic operations involve drilling tasks
into the bone [137]. Bone tissue is an anisotropic viscoelastic,
composite material constituted basically by two types of tissue:
outside it presents a dense, compact (low porosity) rigid struc-
ture, named cortical bone. It works like a shell for the inner
bone tissue called cancellous, or trabecular, bone. This is compar-
atively less dense and rigid and consists of loose networks of
bony struts. Spongy bone tissue can completely fill the bone, or
circumscribe the medullary cavity occupied by the yellow bone
marrow.

Table 6 shows the mechanical properties of different kind of
bone tissues [138, 139].

The desired outcome of bone machining, specifically of drilling,
is obtaining a tunnel into the bone with required diameter with-
out inducing physical and thermal damage to the adjacent tis-
sues. Drilling into bone is a fundamental skill for surgeons: the
task can be easy in the case of long bones, or very difficult as
in the case of drilling through the vertebral pedicles, where in-
correctly drilled holes can result in nerve or vascular damage,
fractured pedicles, or even spinal cord injuries.

Many solutions have been proposed to improve the safety of
drilling procedures. Generally, the key points to be taken into
consideration for safe bone machining are:

• effects of machining parameters on bone tissues (e.g. an-
gular speed of the drill bit).

• Tool design and kind of technology adopted for develop-
ment of new methods and setups.

49
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• Automation and robotics for safety increase.

• Biological impact.

In last decades, different mechatronic solutions for improv-
ing of bone machining have been designed and tested. Some
of these include the adoption of bone breakthrough algorithms
relying on the use of image-based trajectory control or on the
implementation of detection algorithms for different bone lay-
ers. Other approaches for a safe bone cutting involve the use of
piezoelectric blades. In fact, ultrasonic machining of bone is an
intrinsic safe technique because the cutting effect regards only
the mineralized tissues, overcoming the risk of damaging the
surrounding soft tissues.

This Chapter is focused on bone surgery, in particular on
different bone machining techniques and related technologies.
Different technological solutions are shown and compared in
order to highlight the limits and advantages in terms of safety.
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3.1 bone machining techniques : an

overview

One of the fundamental steps in bone surgery is bone ma-
chining. For example, bone machining is required in fracture
repair, laminectomy, bone grafting, dental implantation and os-
teotomy. Bone machining inflicts new damage to the bone tis-
sue. The process has to be performed gently not to over dam-
age the surrounding healthy tissue. As proposed in [18], bones
machining can be carried out with two different approaches:

• conventional methods, involving mechanical tools in di-
rect contact with the bone. These methods have the same
name of the fundamental operation they perform (e.g. dril-
ling).

• non-conventional methods, including novel approaches
such as high-energy density radiation-based techniques
or integration of existing advanced machining techniques
into hybrid methods.

Generally, the key points to be taken into consideration for
safe bone machining are listed below:

• effects of machining parameters on bone tissues (e.g. an-
gular speed of the drill bit).

• Tool design and kind of technology adopted for develop-
ment of new methods and setups.

• Automation and robotics for safety increase.

• Biological impact.

Conventional methods

Conventional methods includes:

• Drilling: it is the basic operation for creating a hole into
the bone, e.g. for screw insertion to fix fractured parts for
immobilization. This technique employs electric or pneu-
matic drills. Different drill bits are available for different
operations (Figure 30).
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• Sawing: it is the operation of cutting bone to shorten or
to change its alignment. It is used in common orthopedic
procedures such as hip and knee replacement, wrist/el-
bow/shoulder surgery. Sawing tools may be powered
electrically, pneumatically, or manually. Figure 31 shows
different solutions for surgical saws.

• Grinding and milling operations allow to reshape bone
geometries and surface finish. These techniques employs
different cutting tools and surgical burs (Figure32).

Figure 30: Typical surgical drilling tools for bone machining.

Figure 31: Typical surgical saw: (top) longitudinal and (bottom)
transverse.

For the purposes of the transpedicular procedure described
in Chapter 1 it is necessary to create a hole inside the vertebra
to access the intervertebral space. For this reason the drilling
technique will be furthered detailed in the next Section 3.2.1.

Non-conventional methods

Other approaches for bone surgery, as anticipated, involve
the use of non-conventional methods. These techniques re-
quire the use of various energy sources such as photon/electron
beams or mechanical vibrations. These techniques include:
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Figure 32: Typical surgical grinding tools for bone machining

• Laser machining: it uses heat as the primary means of
machining and can be used for drilling, cutting and grind-
ing [140]. Laser machining has some of advantages com-
pared to conventional methods in terms of: i) no physical
contact between tool and bone, preventing possible con-
tamination; ii) shorter operation time; iii) no traumatic
vibrations; iv) electronically controlled cutting precision
and v possible cauterisation effect [18].

• Microwave machining: it exploits the low dielectric loss
of the bone. This kind of material allows the microwave to
pass through and react with hard tissues causing heat gen-
eration by resistive losses of moving charged- ions and os-
cillations of charged molecules. At temperatures over 50◦

C, tissues may undergo vaporization and carbonization
[18]. This technique is not yet adopted in clinical practice.
Its major drawback is the undesired damage of adjacent
tissues [141, 142, 143].

• Waterjet machining: it employs high pressure jet of water
for bone cutting, offering the advantages of a precise cut,
no tissues heating and it can also be used in the anatomi-
cal sites difficult to reach [144, 145].

• Ultrasonic machining: it exploits the conversion of elec-
trical energy into mechanical vibrations through resonant
parts. The physical principles behind this bone machin-
ing technique are abrasion and cavitation. The micro-
vibrations created by a piezoelectric transducer produce
a high frequency hammering effect, that in turn induces
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a micro chipping of bone tissues. This technique can be
employed for cutting, drilling and grinding. Section 3.2.2
is dedicated to a detailed analysis of ultrasonic tools for
bone cutting.

Non-conventional techniques are not as widely used in clini-
cal practice as conventional ones, but hold a huge potential for
the future. Nowadays ultrasonic machining is the only used in
clinical practice, as other techniques present some drawbacks.
In particular, in [146, 147] laser machined bones has been com-
pared with different techniques and more bleeding has been ob-
served respect to ultrasonic machining. Microwave machining
presents some constraints related to safety concerns for medi-
cal staff, patients and a dedicate operating set up. In addition,
in literature are not reported important machining parameters
such as force and temperature rise, thus a further detailed in-
vestigations are required before microwave machining can be
adopted in clinical uses [141]. For what concern the water-
jet machining, the most important disadvantage is the need
of abrasive particles that might compromise the operative out-
come in terms of sterilization and biocompatibility [144, 145].
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3.2 comparison between rotative and

ultrasonic drills

The aim of orthopaedic cutting tools is to successfully cut
bone tissues minimizing the damages inflicted by the surgical
tools. With this focus, this Section is dedicated to highlight
the difference between rotative and ultrasonic drills in terms of
safety and bone post-operative regeneration. The Section con-
tinues with the presentation of the two mentioned techniques
and then, the clinical results of their application reported in
literature.

3.2.1 Drilling bone with rotative tools

Drilling machining is the most used techniques in orthopaedic
surgery for treating numerous pathologies, although it presents
some issues. Drilling with rotary tools involves heat generation
causing a transient rise in temperature of treated bone and ad-
jacent soft tissues [148, 149, 150, 151, 152]. Temperature rise in-
duces a trauma to the bone and it can even entail osteonecrosis.
Osteonecrosis may also be induced the micro-cracks associated
with mechanical stresses [153, 154, 155, 156, 157].

The drilling operation, and related temperature rise, is influ-
enced by different parameters related to the drill specifications
and drilling parameters. Pandey et al. in [19], summarized
these parameters as in the Table 7.

Many works are reported in literature regarding the drilling
performance related to different drilling parameters. Results
may be controversial: some works show how a low rotational
drilling speed is associated with a lower temperature rise [158,
159]; others suggest that high speed drilling could cause less
noxious effect to the bone than low speed drilling [160, 161,
162]. A study conducted on human cadavers highlights that

Table 7: Parameters influencing heat generation in drilling task [19].

Drilling parameters Drill specification

Drilling speed Drill bits diameter
Feed rate Cutting face

Drilling energy Rake angle
Cooling Drill wear

Drilling depth Drill point
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3.2.2 Ultrasonic bone cutting 57

an increasing pushing force on the drill is associated with a de-
crease of maximum temperatures, because higher forces reduce
the operational time [163]. A few studies relate temperature
rise to drilling energy, defined as the energy expended for pro-
ducing a hole. Drilling energy is directly related to the amount
of heat generated during drilling: lower cutting energy is asso-
ciated to less thermal stress in the cutting region, while higher
cutting energy implies higher heat generated leading to higher
temperature rise [164, 165]. It has been demonstrated that high
drilling speed associated to a high force is desirable in terms
of temperature rise [166, 167]. Clearly, the temperature rise
during drilling is also influenced by the mechanical resistance
offered by the drilled tissues and, in the case of percutaneous
approaches, by the surrounding soft tissues that represent a me-
chanical load for drill bit rotation [168, 169].
Some precautions for reducing the intra-operative temperature
rise have been identified. Modern drills are equipped whit a
coolant system for the irrigation of surgical site [170, 171]. In
order to improve the performance of drilling task, drill and
related drill-bits design, and the relative position between drill-
bits and bone also have been investigated. The studies demon-
strate that a larger drill-bit diameter causes a higher tempera-
ture rise [171, 148, 172], but at the same time a smaller drill
bit diameter increases the risk of deviation from the target en-
try point [173]. Other studies present mathematical models or
FEM analyses to predict temperature rise and optimize drill
design [151, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178].

3.2.2 Ultrasonic bone cutting

Ultrasonic machining technique of biological hard tissues (e.g.
bones and teeth) is in use since the middle of the 20th cen-
tury [179, 180, 181, 182]. The first ultrasonic devices for cut-
ting biological tissues were usually used with an abrasive paste
between the device tip and the bone. In 1955 Vang patented
the first vibrating device, which could cut both soft and hard
tissues without the need of an abrasive paste [183]. In 1974,
Volkov presented 311 cases in which an ultrasonic drill sim-
plified orthopedic procedures [184]. In that study, the device
drove an end-effector (chisel or saw) operating at 25-30 kHz lon-
gitudinal vibration with peak-to-peak tip vibration amplitude
greater than 50 µm. Temperature rise did not exceed 70− 80◦ C
for a short duration, up to 10 s, thus allowing minimal cellular
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necrosis. In [182], it is shown how different cutting parameters
(e.g. operative frequencies, cutting force, cutting rate) influence
the outcome. In particular, it was found that cutting force was
increased with the thrust force applied by the surgeon. As cut-
ting amplitude of vibration increased the cutting rate was seen
to increase and required pressures were reduced. Moreover, it
wasn’t noted the effect on cutting rate and required pressure
related to a variation of the operating frequencies.

Subsequent studies, comparing the performance of these new
ultrasonic devices with surgical tools for conventional machin-
ing, concluded that the ultrasonic ones provided the surgeon
with more precision while reducing soft tissue damage [185].
Nevertheless, material removal rate and post-operative tissue
healing rates were found to be slower when an ultrasonic chisel
was used. This finding delayed the introduction of ultrasonic
devices in clinical practice [186, 187, 188, 189, 190]. In addition,
ultrasonic devices were difficult to handle and required man-
ual control of the excitation signal and therefore they were not
always driven at the proper frequency [185]. The advances in
piezoelectric materials allowed to reduced the instrument size,
favouring their adoption in many surgical fields, ranging from
maxillofacial surgery, neurosurgery to orthopaedics. Ultrasonic
bone cutting has advantages in controlling tissue damages be-
cause [191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197]:

• it reduces the cutting temperature and associated detri-
mental after-effects to the bone.

• It selectively cuts only mineralized tissues, avoiding dam-
ages to soft tissues for frequencies in the range of 25 −

35kHz. In fact, in that frequency range soft tissues can vi-
brate at the same tool tip frequency without trauma [198].

• It reduces bleeding, as observed during maxillofacial surgery.
This effect may be due to cavitation effect associated with
ultrasonic vibrations [199, 200].

• It can create a precise and thin cutting line in any direc-
tion, even in areas with a difficult access. Also curvilin-
ear cutting is allowed [201]. This characteristic allows
to adopt ultrasonic cutting also for cranial osteoplasty
[202, 203].

Nowadays, different commercial ultrasonic tools are avail-
able on market for bone cutting. Table 8 shows the devices
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currently used in ultrasonic surgery and their main features
and capabilities.

Despite its many advantages, piezoelectric surgery still has
some drawbacks compared to conventional techniques:

• it is slower compared to burs or oscillating saws [20, 204,
191].

• It is associated with a longer initial learning time as sur-
geons have to become familiar with the use of ultrasonic
chisel during the osteotomy procedure [20, 204, 205].

• It is restricted to minimally invasive surface bone works.

• Increasing pressure on the hand tool is discouraged, as
increasing the working pressure impedes the vibration of
the tip, thus the energy is transformed into heat triggering
osteonecrosis [206].

3.2.3 Clinical evidences

Many clinical studies show the benefits of ultrasonic devices.
In particular a lot of study using Piezosurgery (Mectron, Carasco,
Italy) are available in literature. Piezosurgery is a tipycal ultra-
sonic vibration cutting device which consists of a generator that

Table 8: Devices currently used in ultrasonic surgery [20]. All of
them are equipped with irrigation system.

Device name /

Company

Surgical proce-

dures

Frequency

range (kHz)

Cut

depth

(mm)

Piezosurgery,

Mectron S.P.A.

dental, maxillofa-
cial, spinal, ENT,
neurosurgery

24-36 (oscillat-
ing in longitu-
dinal and flex-
ural mode)

up to 20

BoneScalpel,

Misonix

use for osteotomy 22,5 (oscillat-
ing in longitu-
dinal mode)

up to 20

Sonopet Ultra-

sonic Aspirator,

Striker

maxillofacial,
orthopedic, neuro-
surgery

25-34 (os-
cillating in
longitudinal
and torsional
motion)

shallow
depth
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Figure 33: Histologic photomicrograph of cutting bone with different
devices. From left to right: osteotomy by bone saw, bone
bur and bone ultrasonic system. The ultrasonic system
used was Piezosurgery (Mectron, Carasco, Italy) [9].

generates high-frequency elettrical signals, an operating handle
that includes ultrasonic transducer, an amplitude transformer
and works tips [207]. In Figure 33 a comparison of dissections
made with Piezosurgery device and a traditional cutting tool is
shown. In [9, 207, 208] it is pointed out that the ultrasonic cut:

• has a more controlled geometry (e.g. parallel edges);

• reduces burnt tissues and allows faster healing;

• minimizes traumatic stress. In fact, the removal of bone
with an ultrasonic cutting device takes place in a single
plane (longitudinal direction) compared with the rotary
drill, which has both a push and pulling action, involving
torque values harmful for bone tissues [191].

• protects vital soft structures such as blood vessels and
nerves.

Piezosurgery and conventional osteotomy has been compared
in different clinical investigation and application. In [208], the
authors compare the use of Piezosurgery, oscillating saw and
high speed rotative drill in performing cranioplasty. In this
study 34 procedures were conducted, of which 18 using Piezo-
surgery. The duration of osteotomy was significantly longer
in Piezosurgery group, but it is compensated with a slightly
blood loss respect to the conventional methods. With regard
to safety of soft tissues, the same precautions were needed re-
spect to the three different methods. Also in [203], Piezosurgery
is recommended for craniofacial surgery, able to prevent dura
matter damages. Another study relates the results of the infe-
rior third molar extraction with Piezosurgery and rotative drill
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[209]. In this case, Piezosurgery was associated with less post-
operative discomfort due to minimal bone injury caused dur-
ing cutting. Furthermore, new bone formation was more rapid
than with rotative drill and the need for pressure on the hand-
piece was lower. Other studies for intra-oral and maxillofacial
applications showed that the Piezosurgery is the best solution
for bone harvesting, even for very dense cortical bone [210].
The ultrasonic vibrations allow the cleavage of the solid inter-
faces facilitating the separation of the graft from the donor site
[190, 211, 212]. In [196] the authors reviewed the published liter-
ature on ultrasonic osteotomy in oral surgery and implantology.
Summarizing the advantages and disadvantages, they state that
ultrasonic osteotomy is the only choice in procedures with high
risks of damage nerve tissues, offering a valid alternative re-
spect to conventional tool adopted in neck and spine surgeries.
Al-Mahfoudh et al. in [213] describe their preliminary expe-
rience of ultrasonic bone cutting in spinal surgery using Mis-
onix Bone Scalpel TM in 62 cases. The bone cutter was used
to achieve laminectomies for access to intradural tumors with
minimal neurovascular and soft tissues damage and no long-
term complication. Graouvogel et al, using Piezosurgery for
anterior cervical discectomy with fusion list the advantages of
piezoelectric cutter, but suggest a re-design of the handpiece to
facilitate the intraoperative handling [214]. Other experiences
in hand, otologic, orbital and long bone surgery with piezoelec-
tric cutter device are reported in [190, 215, 216, 217]. Generally,
it can be concluded that the adoption of ultrasonic device:

• reduces the cutting force to cut hard bone compared with
conventional tools. In [218] is reported a reduction on
thrust force from a maximum value of 66 N for conven-
tional drilling to a maximum of 36 N in ultrasonically-
assisted drilling.

• reduce the temperature rise during clinical surgical pro-
cedures compare with rotative tools. In particular, for
piezoelectric surgery the amplitude of vibrations do not
influences bone temperature, unlike drilling speed and
feed rate [219, 220, 221].

• allows a very precise cut because it is produced by vibra-
tion of the tip. In fact, when surgeon handles the piezo-
electric handpiece is not solicited by the tool vibration,
unlike of motorized cutting tools. This allows a greater
surgical sensitivity and dexterity [222].
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62 3.3 bone layers detection methods

3.3 bone layers detection methods

Manual surgical drillings tools are not equipped with any
means to estimate if the drill bit is continuously in contact with
bone tissues or not. This is valid both for conventional and
ultrasonic tools. Generally, the accuracy problem in automatic
bone drilling consists of how to find the right drill termination
moment guaranteeing that the rear hole will not be widened.
The penetration depth can be checked through X-ray images
for qualitative analysis and the decision if the hole has been
completed completely depend upon surgeon experience and
sensitivity. In fact, during drilling task the surgeon push on the
drilling tool and the drill bit at the moment of breakthrough
can further advance with the high risk of procedure failure, or
worse causing irreversible damages to patients. Thus, the stop
of the drill advancement completely depends upon the surgeon
readiness. During surgical procedure the surgeon is obliged to
take many X-Ray images to monitor the drill-bit advancement
progress during drilling, which requires to interrupt the pro-
cedure. This practice compromises the health of medical staff
and patients exposed to ionizing radiation. Many efforts were
spent to evaluate the dose of exposure: despite in all the con-
ducted studies it was found that the radiation was within the
permitted limits, no long-term study about low-dose exposure
for prolungated time has been conducted [223, 224].

In the past few years different approaches have been adopted
to implement solutions to the described problem. On one side
mechatronic systems for semi-automatic or automatic drilling
procedure, using predefined penetration depth values, have
been developed; on the other side using control algorithms to
analyze the measurements of sensors coupled with the drill
bit. Several authors proposed algorithms for the detection of
the drill bit breakthrough when drilling into the bone as a tool
for increasing the safety of drilling procedures. Using a drill
pushed against the bone at constant feed rate, the thrust force
and torque were acquired and processed [225, 226]. In fact,
thrust force and torque rapidly raise and fall when the drill
bit pierces different bone layers. Many algorithms are based
on the detection of force/torque signals, which are compared
given thresholds: when such thresholds have been reached, the
algorithm assumes that the drill bit has penetrated the bound-
ary of a bone layer (Figure 34). Some of the methods for de-
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3.3 bone layers detection methods 63

Figure 34: Trend of thrust force applied to the drill bit during drilling.
Adapted from [10].

tecting bone breakthrough are shown in the Table 9. Generally,
algorithms require that:

• the axial movement of the drill bit is velocity controlled;

• the penetration force, measured by a force sensor, is used
as input the detection algorithm;

• layer transitions are identified by comparing force/torque
values with assigned thresholds.
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While manual drilling tools are surely the most widely used
in clinical practice some mechatronic hand-held drill, and its re-
spectively control software for cutting depth monitoring, have
been also developed and patented [231]. In [232] a depth con-
trollable and measurable medical driver device and method of
use is presented. The device and method involve driving rotat-
ing bit in an axial direction such that rotation and linear move-
ment are controlled and measurable. The device has both the
rotational drive and the axial drive, each one is controlled by
the surgeon. The possibility of measuring and controlling sep-
arately the rotational and axial movements respectively allow:
i) to reduce the risks related to heating bone tissues and ii) to
prevent the penetrating injuries to distal structures. Generally
the drilling task can be uncomfortable for the surgeon because
the drilling direction can be difficult to maintain. The invention,
presented in [233], can allow at the same time, even if handled
manually: i) to get a reference support on the patient and thus
a more precise control of the penetrating bit and ii) a control of
drilling force providing a stop of the drill bit when the break-
through is incipient. Other approaches, like the one reported
in [234] for brain surgery, aim to providing an automatic bone
drilling apparatus. This last invention includes a drilling hand
tool, securely mounted on patient, controlled by a fuzzy logic
software through a control box and manual-automatic mode
switch box. Drilling robots for orthopaedic surgery have been
also designed. A three-axis robotic system with a bone drilling
manipulator was proposed in [235]. The system consists of an
inner loop fuzzy controller for robot position control and an
outer loop PD controller for force control of the feed unit. The
drilling robot can select a penetration spot and regulate the
drilling torque, thrust force, and feed rate. Other more com-
plex system consisting of a 6 DoF robot manipulator equipped
with a multi-axis force/torque sensor and an electrical drilling
tool attached to the robot’s end-effector was developed [236]. In
recent year, in order to remove the subjective factor, and avoid
the problems of manual bone drilling, ODRO system was de-
veloped. Its breakthrough detection is based on the evaluation
of the resistant force in relation with the drilled tissue charac-
teristics and the used drill bit. The control algorithm operates
in two regimes: i) drilling up to a preliminary desired depth
and ii) drilling through the whole bone. In the second regime,
the control algorithm allows an automatic drilling break when
the bit reaches the marrow. [237, 11, 238, 239].
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66 3.4 open challenges in bone drilling

Figure 35: Orthopedic Drilling Robot (ODRO) [11].

These systems and related breakthrough algorithm mainly
suffer from:

• they are based on threshold values of the thickness of
the different cortical layers of the bone, often preventing
sensing capabilities during perforation in the case of en-
counter with a soft tissue.

• the need of a manual orientation which hinders the pos-
sibility of holding a specific trajectory during the bone
drilling procedure.

• a completely automatic drilling procedure that precludes
the surgeons of any control on the surgical procedure,
while they prefer assisting device rather then a substitut-
ing one in performing surgical procedures [240].

3.4 open challenges in bone drilling

Table 10 summarizes pros and cons of different technologies,
in particular it points out how osteotome is performed.

Conventional bone drilling is the standard technique in clin-
ical practice, and despite the large number of publications on
this topic and the technological advances, this procedures can
be still improved by:

• developing multiphysicis models (analytical or numerical)
able to correlate different aspects of machining process,
such as temperature rise, drilling force/energy and drill
design specifications;
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Table 10: Features of bone cutting technologies.

Parameters
Ultrasonic

chisel

High speed

drill
Micro-saw Osteotome

Operating

frequency
∼ 20 kHz 80.000 rpm 20000 cpm

single
stroke

Tip blunt blade
abrasive surface
or sharp edges

sharp teeth sharp

Cutting

mode
longitudinal rotational transverse longitudinal

Impact

force
very low low medium very high

Tip

displacement
very low medium medium very high

Tip

inertia
very low very high medium-high n/a

Tip

start/stop
very fast delayed minor delay n/a

Mechanical

effect on

soft tissues

minimal
very aggressive
(wrapping and

tearing)

very aggressive
(tearing)

very
aggressive

• designing an automated drilling apparatus for minimiz-
ing human errors and improve bone drilling accuracy;

• further developing other machining methods such as the
non-conventional one, or hybrid solutions.

The rising temperature and the high risk of damaging the
surrounding tissues represent the major drawbacks linked to
this technique. Among the non-conventional approaches the
most promising to be adopted in clinical practice, in substitu-
tion of the rotative technique, is the ultrasonic cutting. As re-
ported, the ultrasonic cutting of bone tissue attempts to solve
the problems that rotary drill cutting involves. The complete
substitution, however, will not take place until the ultrasonic
cutting is not suitable for deep cuts.

In fact, no previous study describes a tool for the creation
of deep holes into the bone using ultrasonic devices. Some au-
thors have adopted for this specific task hybrid solutions, such
as ultrasonically assisted rotative drill (Figure 36) [12, 241, 242].
This solution has been tested in bone and was found to allow
for a reduction of thrust force, torque and temperature rise
[218, 221]. This technique, as opposed to the ultrasonic one,
despite the advantages listed, still suffers from the drawbacks
due to the use of a rotative drill-bit, which is not able to pre-
serve soft tissues from mechanical damages.
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Figure 36: Principle scheme of ultrasonically assisted rotative drill,
adapted from [12].

The design of an ultrasonic system for deep hole in bones can
take inspiration by systems adopted by NASA or the jewelry in-
dustry for hard rocks drilling. In the early 2000s, in anticipation
of planetary exploration programs, Cohen et al. developed an
Ultrasonic/Sonic Driller/Corer (USDC) for in-situ rocks sam-
pling [13, 14]. The USDC used a novel driving mechanism,
based on a piezoelectric actuator oscillating at ultrasonic fre-
quencies, that causes a free mass to resonate, at sonic frequen-
cies, with a lager amplitude. The free mass oscillates against a
drill bit where the impact creates a stress impulse at the drill
tip where the rock interface is, causing it to break (refer to Fig-
ure 37). The removal of any rotating parts allows for smaller
drill-bits. This feature makes such solution useful in the jew-
elry industry (Figure 38). A similar device was patented in
1989 [243].
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Figure 37: Principle scheme of USDC, adapted from [13, 14].

(a) (b)

Figure 38: 38a Lapidary ultrasonic drilling machine used for gem-
stones, glass, ceramics and others with abrasives past. Pro-
duced by IMAHASHI MFG CO., LTD. and 38b its working
scheme.
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4 U LT R A S O N I C S U R G I C A L D R I L L

As shown in Chapter 3, the ultrasonic cutting of bone tissues
represents with its advantages the best alternative for bone ma-
chining as alternative to the conventional techniques. Given the
high reliability of this technique it is possible to suppose that
it can also be used in high number of different surgical proce-
dures, as the creation of transpedicular routes for intervertebral
disc regeneration. Nowadays, the major limit of the adoption of
piezoelectric surgery in standard orthopaedics procedure, e.g.
for the bony housing of pedicular screws, is that it allows only
shallow cuts on the bones. This is due, how it is reported in
many previous investigation, to the higher temperature associ-
ated with ultrasonic cutting able to lead to irreversible damages
to the bone and to the surrounding tissues. For those reasons,
the manufactures of ultrasonic device for bone machining are
only offering products for minimally invasive procedures in
maxillofacial surgery and bone grafting. As results, together
with the purpose of this research explained in Chapter 1, have
led to further investigations about the possibility of developing
a new ultrasonic drill for bony deep holes.

In this Chapter the essential components of an ultrasonic cut-
ting device and the main principles regarding the design of
resonant systems are described. Design tools currently used,
as finite element simulations and methods for component val-
idation, are also presented. Although ultrasonic cutting is an
established technology, design processes are often poorly doc-
umented and rely heavily on the personal experience of tech-
nicians or on the business know-how of companies producing
piezoelectric transducers and ultrasonic components. For these
reasons in this work a new development process for ultrasonic
transducer and mechanical resonators has been developed. The
design process involves the use of a software for finite element
multiphysics simulation and of tools for validating the simu-
lated performance. In this way, it has been concurrently devel-
oped a new design strategy and the drill prototype. Finally, the

71
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72 4.1 ultrasonic surgical drill

final design of the ultrasonic drill is presented and the main
results are discussed.

4.1 ultrasonic surgical drill

An ultrasonic system for high power applications, e.g. for
bone machining, comprises the key components represented in
Figure 39. A power supply converts input voltage frequencies
from 50/60 Hz in 20 − 100 kHz to feed a piezoelectric trans-
ducer, which represents the drill actuator. The ultrasonic drill is
composed of three parts: i) the transducer, ii) the booster and iii)
the sonotrode. The piezoelectric transducer converts the electri-
cal energy into mechanical one assuring the vibrational motion
of the whole system at ultrasonic frequencies. The produced
mechanical motion is transmitted to the booster then to the
sonotrode, that are a vibration amplitude-modifying mechan-
ical concentrators. Finally, the sonotrode transfers the energy
to the bone (or other materials) to be ultrasonically machined.

The vibration amplification chain must be designed taking
into account various vibratory phenomena that develop within
the ultrasonic apparatus. The successful application of ultra-
sonics largely relies on proper design of each single part for
very specific vibration performance, specifically of the trans-
ducer. Each component is designed to resonate in a single

Transducer Booster Sonotrode

Power supply

Figure 39: Schematic representation of ultrasonic system for high
power application.
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x

u(x)

Transducer Booster Sonotrode

Figure 40: Displacement amplification chain.

mode with vibration frequency higher than 20 kHz: in particu-
lar, the booster and the sonotrode are designed to exactly res-
onate at the frequency fres imposed by piezoelectric transducer.
The frequency fres coincides to the frequency of the voltage sig-
nal used for piezoelectric transducer feeding. In this way, the
whole drill resonates at fres.

If during operation each component has the same resonance
frequency, the energy loss is minimized and consequently the
transmitted vibrations amplitude are higher. Figure 40 shows
a typical trend of vibration amplitude in different points of the
ultrasonic drill.

When the transducer, booster and the sonotrode vibrate, they
undergo a continuous contraction and expansion, similar to a
spring. As show in Figure 40 there are points in which the
vibration amplitude is zero. That points are called nodal points,
and they are the points of greatest mechanical stress within the
system. The nodal plane (the plane that contains the nodal
points) is chosen as a mechanical link to connect the vibrating
system to any moving carriage or robotic arm. In this way it is
possible to handle the ultrasonic drill without interfering with
the ultrasonic wave passing through, avoiding a dissipation of
mechanical energy.

Due to the high mechanical stress to which they are subjected,
the choice of appropriate materials allow a greater lifetime of
the component within the materials endurance thresholds, al-
lowing an efficient transmission of acoustic vibration.
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The vibrational behavior of booster and sonotrode depends
mainly on their length. Changing their length or shape, their
natural resonance frequency also varies. A variation of 1 mm of
the length can cause a variation of the resonance frequency up
to 500 Hz. For this reason, the development phase of tuned el-
ements require very narrow geometrical tolerance. The length
of the sonotrode and booster are always the half, or a multi-
ple, of the longitudinal acoustic wavelength that passes through
them. The wavelength λ is determined from the speed of the
acoustic wave c in the specific material used. Once the working
frequency has been chosen, it can possible evaluate the wave-
length as:

λ =
c

fres
=

1

fris

√
E

ρ
(1)

where E is the Young’s module of material and ρ its density.
This relation is derived solving the wave equation for a sim-
ple bar crossed by a vibrational wave: it is clear that for more
complex geometries it is not always easy to find an analytical
solution to the wave equation. For this, numerical methods are
needed. In any case, the equation gives us a first tuned res-
onator design tool.

As already mentioned, the transducer allows the conversion
of electrical energy into mechanical energy and comprises the
following components (see Figure 41):

• ceramic piezoelectric stack, that is responsible for gener-
ating the ultrasound vibrations. The piezoelectric stack
consists of up to six ceramic discs interconnected by elec-
trodes for power supplying.

• the front-mass, that has the purpose of efficiently con-
necting the transducer with booster and sonotrode trans-
mitting the ultrasonic waves, and the related energy, as
efficiently as possible.

• the back-mass that reflects the mechanical wave towards
the direction of the front-mass, attenuating it as little as
possible.

• the a prestress bolt that holds sandwiched piezoelectric
stack, between the front-mass and the back-mass, under a
compressive load.
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Figure 41: Main components of ultrasonic transducer.

4.1.1 Ultrasonic drill specifications

As mentioned, the transpedicular approach requires the cre-
ation a long bony tunnel into the vertebra using the mechanical
arm described in Chapter 2, for this reasons the ultrasonic drill:

• must have a long chisel for hole creation (up to 50 mm,
Chapter 1);

• must have a diameter in the range of 2− 2.5 mm;

• must longitudinally vibrate at resonance frequencies in
range 24− 26 kHz (typical range for ultrasonic bone cut-
ting);

• have an amplitude displacement (at the tip) in the range
of 10− 50 µm;

• requires a flange that could connect the drill to the me-
chanical support.
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4.2 development overview

4.2.1 Principles for ultrasonic resonator design

In ultrasonic engineering tools are designed to vibrate in
a resonance condition in the fundamental longitudinal mode.
There are a number of design requirements to take into account.
The desired frequency and the resonator material determine
the overall dimension such as the length. To evaluate the tuned
length it is possible to consider an isotropic and elastic slen-
der rod with constant cross-section A and uniform density ρ

as show in Figure 42. When the rod is longitudinally excited,
a pressure wave produce a displacement u of a small volume
of the bar with thickness dx. Under the P force, the element
undergo a displacement equal to u + ∂u

∂xdx at x + dx, so it is
possible evaluate the elongation ǫ:

ǫ =
u+ ∂u

∂xdx− u

dx
=

∂u

∂x
(2)

If E is the Young’s module of the material, the strain σ in the
elongated element can be written as follow:

σ = Eǫ = E
∂u

∂x
(3)

Applying the Newton’s second law of motion to an element
within the bar dx:

− σA+ (σ+
∂σ

∂x
dx)A = ρAdx

∂2u

∂2t
(4)

and substituting the Equation 3 into the Equation 4, is ob-
tained the wave equation:

P
P!

"#

"$
%&

x

%&

Figure 42: Longitudinal motion of a uniform rod.
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E
∂2u

∂2x
= ρ

∂2u

∂2t
(5)

Introducing the speed of sound c in the medium, defined as√
E
ρ

, the wave equation can be rewritten:

c2
∂2u

∂2x
=

∂2u

∂2t
(6)

To obtain the natural frequency of the slender rod, the Equa-
tion 6 must be solved using the method of separation of vari-
ables, thus finding the general solution. The general solution
for Equation 6 is:

u(x, t) = (A cos(kx) +B sin(kx))(C cos(ωt) +D sin(ωt)) (7)

where ω is the angular frequency (2π f) and k is a constant
related to the material, equal to:

k =
ω

c
(8)

Boundaries condition is needed to solve the general solution
finding the A,B,C and D constants. For a free-free ends rod
the boundaries conditions are:

du

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0,
du

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=L

= 0 and (u)x=0 = 0 (9)

and considering only time-indipendent solution of 7, the dis-
placement is:

u(x) = u0 cos(kx) (10)

where u0 is the maximum amplitude of displacement and
the natural frequency is found to be:

fn =
n

2l

√
E

ρ
(11)

where n is the mode order and l is the tuned length. For a
fixed resonant frequency, the tuned length l can be calculated
from:

l =
1

2 fn

√
E

ρ
=

λ

2
(12)
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78 4.2.2 Principles for ultrasonic transducer design

Figure 43: Displacement and strain distribution along a slender rod.

Generally this equation is valid only for rod with diameter
d < λ

4 . Finally, using the Equation 3 it can be possible to evalu-
ate the strain distribution along the axis of rod:

σ(x) = −ωρ cu0 sin(kx) (13)

The Figure 43 shows the displacement and the strain distri-
bution along a slender rod. It is worth noting that in the nodal
point (where u(x) = 0), clearly the strain σ has maximum value.

4.2.2 Principles for ultrasonic transducer design

The simplest concept of ultrasonic transducer is the Langevin’s
model (Figure 44), that involves a piezoceramic stack sand-
wiched between two metallic masses and a bolt that tightens
them [244, 245]. The total length of the Langevin transducer
is equal to λ

2 , that allows it to operate in resonance. Under
free-free ends boundary conditions the nodal plane divides the
actuator in half (each λ

4 long). An extension of Equation 5 for
longitudinal motion in a resonator with variable cross-section
A(x) can be written as follow [246]:

∂2u(x)

∂2x
+

1

A(x)

∂A(x)

∂x

∂u(x)

∂x
+ k2u(x) = 0 (14)

Considering the boundary condition of continuity and force
(Newton’s third law) of the two contacting media, the following
equation can be derived by solving the Equation 14 for λ

4 :

tan
(ωs li

ci

)
tan

(ωs lc

cc

)
=

ρc ccAc

ρi ciAi
(15)
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!/4

Front-massBack-mass

Piezo-element

Figure 44: Scheme principle of Langevin transducer.

The quantities subscripted with i are associated to the front-
or the back-mass, while those subscripted with c are associated
with the piezoelectric, ωs is angular resonant frequency, lc is
the partial length of piezoelectric stack located between end or
back mass and the nodal plane, A the cross-sectional area and
cc is sound speed in piezoceramics. The Equation 15 can be
used to fix an unknown dimension such as cross-sectional area
or length or to estimate the resonant frequency.

The acoustic matching between two components joined in
series is an essential requirement for a proper working of ultra-
sonic transducer. When the vibratory wave meets the boundary
between piezoceramics and back- or front-mass the wave will
be transmitted as well as reflected back into the medium from
which it comes. The most efficient transmission of acoustic en-
ergy is possible when two resonant elements placed in contact
have the same acoustic impedance R, defined as the product
ρ c. However, is not easy finding a material with the same R of
piezoelectric disc [247]. For achieving maximum acoustic wave
transmission, the following equation, proposed in [248], can be
used to select the optimal material:

Rc =
√
Rb Rf (16)

where Rb, Rf and Rc are the acoustic impedance of back-
mass, front-mass and piezoelectric respectively. In according
to this relationship, the most used configurations respectively
for back-mass, piezoelectric stack and front-mass are aluminium-

PZT-stell and stell-PZT-titanium. It can be useful to make some
lateral incisions, like small holes into the front-mass to reduce
its acoustic impedance. The diameter of that holes be, at least,
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of two orders less than the wavelength to prevent the wave
propagation [249, 250].

As proposed in [248], the total length of transducer Ltot should
satisfy the following relation:

1

3

( cc

2fres
+

cb
2fres

+
cf

2fres

)
< Ltot ! min

{ cb
2fres

,
cf

2fres

}

(17)

while for dimensioning the diameter of back- and front-mass,
firstly it should be assured that their diameter is at least as
equal to the piezoceramic stack one, and then the following
relation should be fulfilled:

Di

λ
4

< 2 (18)

where the subscript i indicates the i-th element of transducer
(in this case front- or back-mass).

Also some indications can be considered about the central
bolt. In particular in [248] it is suggested a length of the bolt
nearly λ

4 . In addition, the central bolt must be dimensioned
taking into account the following relationship:

(σb)max =
Acσoc

Ab
+ 2σbmax !

σf

SF
(19)

where (σb)max is the maximum tensile stress in bolt, σoc is
the prestress pressure on the piezoelectric, σbmax is the max-
imum amplitude of the dynamic stress in the bolt, σf is the
fatigue stress limit and the SF is a safety factor. It is worth
to notice that the pre-stress applied by the bolt allows to the
piezoelectric stack to achieve higher maximum tensile strength
before exceeding its dynamic fatigue limit (Figure 45) [248, 251].

4.2.3 Material selection

The choice of a good material to develop components for ultra-
sonic applications does not depend only on the considerations
made concerning the acoustic impedance of the chosen mate-
rial. The attenuation of a vibratory wave inside a metal body
is due to a progressive loss of energy associated with it. This
energy decrease is mainly due to two types of effects: the scat-

tering and the absorption. The first is related to deviation from
the longitudinal propagation direction of the wave (reflection),
and the second is due to internal friction with resulting heat
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Figure 45: Fatigue stress limit in piezoceramic. Green narrows) max-
imum tensile strength; Red narrows) dynamic fatigue
limit.

generation. The attenuation phenomenon can be described by
the following law:

A = A0e
−α x (20)

where A0 is the maximum amplitude of wave and α is the
attenuation coefficient. Generally, the energy losses associated
with the vibrating system can be calculated as [246]:

δ =
D

2π×H
(21)

where D is the dissipated energy in a period and H is the
stored energy. The reciprocal of δ is well know as the mechani-
cal quality factor Q (Q-factor), thus the mechanical quality fac-
tor Q is a measure of the energy stored in a periodically vi-
brating system respect to the energy dissipated per cycle [252].
Ideally, a zero acoustic energy loss (no energy losses due to
heat or noise) is the desired condition thus all energy supplied
will be transformed into mechanical vibration.

Considering the impedance module curve, the quality factor
Q can be calculated experimentally as follows (Figure 46):

Q =
1

δ
=

fres

f2 − f1
(22)

where f2 and f1 are the frequency where a 50% decrement of
the maximum amplitude occurred (Full Width at Half Maximum

method) [253]. Generally a high Q-factor, that characterizes
the sharpness of the electromechanical resonance spectrum, is
required since it implies a lower δ value. In fact it is related to
the power dissipation per unit volume Ploss by the relation:
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Figure 46: Evaluation of Q-factor.

Ploss(x) =
ω

2E
σ2(x)δ (23)

It is worth noticing that the power dissipation in a resonant
element is concentrated in the nodal plane, where the displace-
ment is null and strain assumes its maximum value. Further-
more, considering the acoustic impedance as the ratio between
the force that the pressure wave exerts on a particle and the
speed of the wave itself, it will assume infinite values in the
nodal plane. In order to decrease the power loss, alluminium,
titanium or steel alloys are widely used in ultrasonic engineer-
ing.

Other considerations must be made about the materials choice
taking into account the operational conditions of ultrasonic com-
ponents. In particular, it is necessary to consider the cyclical
tensile stresses to which each ultrasonic component is exposed.
For that reason the ultimate tensile strength of the material
should be at least 30% higher than the maximum stress expe-
rienced within the ultrasonic component during its operation
[254, 255]. Using the Huber-Hencky-Von Mises criterion:

(σ1 − σ2)
2 + (σ1 − σ3)

2 + (σ2 − σ3)
2
! 2σ2

0 (24)

where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the principal stresses and σ0 is the
yield stress, it is possibile define the general multiaxial stress
states of each component. The Equation 24 allows to define
the maximum allowable stress in an ultrasonic component, in
fact supposing the stress distribution lies along the axial direc-
tion (z(3)-direction) of the tuned component where no traverse
movement exists, the Equation 24 can be rewritten considering
σ1 = σ2 = 0:
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σ3 ! σ0 (25)

In this way, during the design process it is possible to select
the material of ultrasonic components considering a Safety Fac-
tor (SF), such that the maximum (yield) stress must lie in the
elastic region of the material, according to the following rela-
tion:

σmax !
σ0

SF
(26)

Typically, SF assumes values greater or equal to 4 for opera-
tional safety. In Table 11 are reported the materials often used
in manufacturing of ultrasonic component.

Table 11: Mechanical properties of materials used for manufacturing
ultrasonic components.

Material
Density

[Kg/m^3]

Young’s

modulus

[GPa]

Yield

strength

[MPa]

Ultimate

tensile

strength

[MPa]

Ti6%Al4%V 4430 113.8 880 950

Stainless steel 316L 7970 193 290 580

Stainless steel AISI 4340 7850 205 470 745

Duraluminium 2700 72.4 276 427

The generation of high frequency vibratory motion is de-
manded to the piezoelectric materials, that require a careful

choice based on the specific application. Piezoelectric materi-
als convert electrical energy into mechanical motion, and the
vibrations amplitude is dependent on the intensity of the ap-
plied field. The most important material parameters that affect
the performance of ultrasonic transducers are [256, 257]:

• electromechanical coupling factor (k33) that represents
the efficiency of the piezoelectric material to convert ap-
plied electrical energy into its equivalent mechanical en-
ergy and vice versa. A higher electromechanical coupling
factor is desirable for all piezoelectric applications.

• mechanical quality factor (Qm), as described above, a
high Qm factor implies low damping and lower power
loss.
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• electrical quality factor (Qe) it describes the conversion
capacity of the electric power to acoustical power.

For high power application, such as for bone machining, it is
required that the piezoelectric materials have chemical stability,
strong piezoelectric effect and high Curie points. Moreover, a
piezolectric actuator used for this application, due to its driv-
ing conditions, requires high electrical field and high strain as
well as low losses. For these reasons hard piezoceramics, such
as PZT-4 and PZT-8, are often adopted. The piezoceramic PZT-
4 has high resistance to depolarization, high coupling factor
(defined as the ratio of the mechanical energy accumulated in
response to an electrical input), high permittivity and low di-
electric losses under high voltage drive condition. PZT-8 has
lower dielectric and mechanical losses under high voltage drive
condition. Furthermore, PZT-8 is also considered a “harder” ma-
terial compared to PZT-4, since it has better stability at higher
preloads [258, 259, 260]. The Table 12 shows the characteristics
of the two different piezoceramics.

Table 12: Properties of PZT-4 and PZT-8 materials [21, 22].

Property Symbol Units PZT-4 PZT-8

Density ρ kg/m3 7500-7800 7500-7800

Young’s
modulus

EE
33 GPa 58.9 80.0

ED
33 GPa 118.80 135.50

Poisson
ratio

ν 0.31 0.31

Quality
factor

Qm 500-750 1000-1600

Qe 250 250

Dissipation
factor

tan(δ) 0.0030 0.0017

k33 0.68-071 0.64-0.71

Coupling
factor

k31 0.33-0.35 0.29-0.31

kp 0.56-0.62 0.51-0.55

Piezoelectric
costant

d33 pC/N 285-350 225-280

Coercive field Ec V/mm 1500 1600

Curie point Tc
◦C 300-330 300
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4.2.4 Driving conditions for ultrasonic transducer

Ultrasonic power transducers are generally driven at a tuned
frequency and, exploiting the inverse piezoelectric effect, me-
chanical motion is induced. The most used electrical signal is
a sine wave with fixed frequency (tuned with the resonant fre-
quency of the drill) and constant amplitude. The frequency and
amplitude of the feed signal will determine the frequency and
amplitude the drill vibrates at. The electrical feed signal can
be generally controlled in two different ways: amplitude con-
stant voltage or constant current. Using the electromechanical
analogy, it is possible to state that the output force of trans-
ducer, when it is powered with constant current, is indirectly
controlled. While, when it is powered with constant amplitude
voltage it is possible to act on the output vibratory velocity.
Generally, the power supplies for ultrasonic applications are
produced in such a way to provide two different feed modali-
ties for different applications. Specifically, for bone drilling task
current control is preferred, as high output force is required to
machining bone. It is worth to notice that the resonant con-
ditions which the piezoelectric devices can be driven at can
also be different. In particular it is possible to drive ultrasonic
transducer in electrical resonance and anti-resonance ways. In
the first case (short circuit condition), the transducer requires
an electrical signal with high current and low voltage: this im-
plies high heating within the piezoelectric elements, inducing
piezoelectric aging for a long working time. In the second one
(open circuit condition) electrical signal with low current and a
high voltage is required. Driving under open circuit condition
implies lower losses (less heat generation) as well as a higher
mechanical quality factor [261, 262].

When piezoelectric transducers are driven at high electric
field, frequency softening effect is observed. In particular, res-
onant frequency shift and electrical impedance variation are
common phenomena in the application of high power ultra-
sonic transducers with high Q, because the performance re-
duces rapidly at frequencies near the resonance [263, 264]. That
fact depends on a variation of elastic compliance of the piezo-
ceramic rings increased with temperature [265]. They result
in low power efficiency and unstable vibration amplitude. To
prevent low power efficiency and unstable vibration amplitude
different driving and measurement system has been developed
to track the resonance of high power transducers, and conse-
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quently feed the transducer at the desired resonance frequency
[266, 263, 267]. This results in low heat generation due to min-
imum acoustic losses in the system. Modern generators also
have built-in safety features such as automatic switch off in
case of fracture in the horn or failure in the connections.

4.2.5 Simulation and validation

Design of ultrasonic systems is a complex task, as from the
electric, so from the mechanical side. At the end of 60’s, nu-
merous scientific papers appear in which are treated different
aspects of power ultrasonic technique. Determination of the
resonant frequencies of the metal resonator longitudinal os-
cillations, which have very complex geometry, was done ex-
perimentally. In those first experimental investigations certain
conclusions were obtained. The most important is connected
with transducer and mechanical resonator length. Mathemat-
ical treatment of a model of ultrasonic transducer is difficult,
because of its complexity. Some important design considera-
tions can be made considering the equations proposed in Sec-
tion 4.2.2, but they cannot be considered exhaustive for such a
complex problem. It should include several equations imply-
ing consideration of different mediums that compose the trans-
ducer. Not least, the piezoelectric effects should be described
and coupled with the mechanical equations that describe the
vibratory behavior of the problem. Furthermore, for a precise
analysis of transducer motion an ideal model would be three-
dimensional, in which is taken into account coupling of oscil-
lations in radial and thickness direction. In general case the
complete three-dimensional analysis leads to a very complex
set of nonlinear equations, which are practically impossible to
solve. However, some one-dimensional mathematical model
was developed for studying ultrasonic transducer. Such mod-
els, as Mason’s and the KLM model, use equivalent electric
circuit models for a piezoelectric elements. These models are
computationally very cheap and help to accelerate the product
design cycles thanks to an effective prediction of transducer per-
formance. Clearly, being a one-dimensional models and related
only to the prediction of transducer vibrational motion, those
methods have limitations:

• only a one-dimensional pressure field can be investigated;
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• they are made for a thin (lateral dimensions much larger
than the thickness), loss-less, disc shaped piezoelectric el-
ement and they are not valid for a lossy piezoceramic and
polymer based piezo element.

• the models are made to simulate an ultrasonic transducer
and cannot simulate the interactions of other objects (i.e.
booster and sonotrode) with the transducer.

Around the 70’s, Courant established the finite element (FE)
method for practical use and it was being used by large indus-
tries. The FE method works by modeling a structure using a
mesh of elements connected together using nodes. To those el-
ements can be assigned simple or complex material properties
applied to describe the performance of the analyzed structure.
It is possible also take into consideration boundary and loading
conditions and a variety of analytical results can be calculated
depending on the type of analysis requested by the user. 1D,
2D or 3D modeling is possible and complex problems can be
solved quickly and accurately. Nowadays, FE method is con-
sidered to be an essential tool in the design or troubleshoot-
ing of engineering issues. Also for the study and design of
ultrasonic device the FE method proves to be of great use, par-
ticularly for the study of the vibration modes of the resonant
parts. The computing advances in the development of software
for finite element (FE) analysis has led to the development of
FE-based software able to simulate problems belonging to dif-
ferent physic domains. It is the well-known case of COMSOL
Multiphysics R© software [268]. COMSOL Multiphysics R© can
solve multiphysics problems based on coupled systems of par-
tial differential equations (PDEs) allowing the quick and rela-
tively cost effective analysis of ultrasonic components. COM-
SOL allows to easily create a mesh, subdividing a continuous
geometric space into discrete geometric and topological cells
in which the solver equations will be applied. An important
strength of COMSOL Multiphysics is the ability to couple sim-
ulations of different physics. Using this functionality it is pos-
sible to couple a mechanical vibration problem to an acousti-
cal problem, or to a piezoelectric effects, and simulate them
together, also including the interaction between the acoustical
field and the mechanical system.

However, despite FE analysis have enabled more accurate
and efficient components to be manufactured, the optimal work-
ing conditions for the ultrasonic devices do not depend only by
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88 4.3 development process for a novel ultrasonic drill

a good design process based on FE analysis, rather also de-
pend on the experimental validation of each developed compo-
nent, or partial assemblies of them. Experimental modal anal-
ysis (EMA) is an experimental process which accurately esti-
mates modal parameters of vibrating structures (e.g. natural
frequency, mode shapes and damping factors), and generally
for validation and revising of FE models, giving rise to an iter-
ative process reported in Figure 47. It is not only a validation
tool but can also be a useful troubleshooting tool. The acquisi-
tion of experimental data can be done with two different tech-
niques: i) measuring the response of the free natural vibration
of the structure without any applied excitation, or ii) applying
forced vibration. Experimental set-up often comprises a sig-
nal generator, which feeds the excitation signal into a power
amplifier, which is used to vibrate the test structure. Then,
the transmitted vibration to test structure is measured by us-
ing an accelerometer or laser vibrometer. The acquired signals
are often amplified through conditioning amplifiers before be-
ing collected and analyzed through data acquisition hardware
interfaced to a PC [269, 270]. Although EMA is a reliable and
widely used technique, other methods can also be employed
to test the results of finite element method of resonant struc-
tures. In fact, for this purpose it can be used a measurement of
the transducer electrical impedance using impedance analyzer.
This method is certainly simpler both from the computational
point of view and from the number of tools needed for calcu-
lating the resonance frequency of the vibrating system. This
measure gives the possibility to verify, on the one hand the
FEM simulation and on the other to verify that the assembly of
the system has been done correctly.

4.3 development process for a novel

ultrasonic drill

This section describes the development process of the ultra-
sonic drill for the specific application described in Chapter 1.
This process takes into account the considerations made previ-
ously and introduces the use of COMSOL as a powerful design
tool. In addition, it offers a faster and cheaper method of test-
ing simulation and manufacturing/assembly results than those
reported in literature. The process workflow is outlined in Fig-
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Figure 47: Revision of FE models with experimentally acquired prop-
erties.

ure 49. The development of the ultrasonic drill involves the
design and manufacture of the three main components of the
drill: the transducer, the booster and the sonotrode. Their real-
ization cannot be parallelized, rather it must occur sequentially.
The development of each component requires four steps:

• Rough dimensioning: in this step a first dimensioning
of the components is performed using the analytical tools
presented in the previous section (Equations 12, 17, 16, 18).
It is worth to notice that in this phase some parameters are
fixed due to the project specifications and to the kind of
applications. This applies especially to the resonance fre-
quency that is fixed for the application (Subsection 4.1.1).
Also the materials are chosen on the basis of the applica-
tion and for their transmission and reflection properties of
the vibratory wave too (Subsection 4.2.3). For the design
of the transducer, the choice of the piezoelectric material
and its shape (generally ring shape), is crucial. This choice
is generally based on the availability of piezoelement (ce-
ramic) on the market. Consequently, the dimensions of
the piezoelectric dictate the dimensions of the back-mass
and front-mass diameter. Furthermore, when the front
mass material is chosen, generally this will be used for
booster and sonotrode too.

• FE optimization: in this second step, the components
of the drill are modeled in COMSOL. In order to define
the geometry, the mode shape at predefined natural fre-
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90 4.3.1 FE optimization

quency and performance different studies, and several
iterations, are used. In particular, COMSOL offers dif-
ferent tools to model system of different physic nature.
In this phase it is important to find the optimal geome-
try, allowing the component longitudinally vibrates. For
this, the resonance frequency is fixed: i) for the transducer,
by the rough dimensioning, while ii) for the booster and
the sonotrode, by the tests results conducted on manu-
factured transducer (see the arrows in Figure 49). Fur-
thermore, it is possible to outline a sub-workflow during
the FE simulations (Figure 48): step A) the single com-
ponent is modeled and modal analysis (eigenfrequency
study) is performed to find the vibration mode at desired
resonance frequency; step B) the designed component is
modeled with the previous component (e.g. booster with
transducer or sonotrode with booster and trasducer) and
a frequency study is conducted to verify the amplitude
displacement and the stress. Step B is valid for trans-
ducer modeling too, though there are no previous com-
ponents. In fact, the frequency study is conducted to an-
alyze the transducer components assembly. Geometrical
refinements can be required for the resonance frequency
matching of components.

• Manufacturing and assembly: after checking that the
components are tuned, in this phase they can be detailed
in an engineering drawing and manufactured by a me-
chanical shop. The assembly requires some practical ac-
tions, those can be taken in order to enhance the ultra-
sonic drill performance.

• Testing: in this phase, the partially or completely assem-
bled drill is tested using a digital generator for power-
ing and measuring. In particular, the electric impedance
curve for resonance frequency and quality factor Q check
can be acquired.

4.3.1 FE optimization

In the ultrasonic drill design process physic problems of dif-
ferent nature must be solved. In particular, for a clear com-
prehension of the problem electrical and mechanical factors
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Figure 48: Sub-workflow during the FE simulation.

must be investigate. COMSOL Multiphysics offers the possi-
bility trough different modules to study them singularly or in
a coupling way. This is possible thanks to Structural Mechanics
Module and AC/DC Module.

The Structural Mechanics Module can be used for simulat-
ing applications and designs in the fields of structural and
solid mechanics to design new systems and their performances.
In this domain it is possible to model several materials com-
prising the piezoelectric ones. Piezoelectric materials are fully
supported inside the module through special multiphysics cou-
plings solving for both the electric potential and displacements.
With Structural Mechanics Module static, eigenfrequency and
frequency domain study can be implemented.

The AC/DC Module is used to design electric and magnetic
fields in static, low-frequency and transient applications in two-
dimensional and three-dimensional spaces. The AC/DC Mod-
ule is necessary, in this case, to evaluate the piezoelectric effect
through the Electrostatic interface. This interface is used to
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Figure 49: Design and development process workflow.
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4.3.1 FE optimization 93

compute the electric field, electric displacement field, and po-
tential distributions in dielectrics under conditions where the
electric charge distribution is explicitly prescribed. Eigenfre-
quency and frequency-domain studies are supported.

Eigenfrequency study

Eigenfrequencies, also called natural frequencies, are discrete
frequencies at which a system vibrates depending on its struc-
tural properties. The eigenfrequencies are related to the eigen-
mode, namely the shape in which it deforms.

An eigenfrequency study finds the eigenfrequencies and modes
of deformation of a component. The eigenfrequencies f in the
structural mechanics field are related to the eigenvalues ν re-
turned by the solvers through:

f = −
ν

2πi
(27)

An eigenfrequency analysis can only provide the shape of the
mode, not the amplitude of any physical vibrations. In eigen-
frequency simulations, COMSOL finds a user defined number
of resonant frequencies for the defined geometry. This is done
trough eigenfrequency equations predefined within the COM-
SOL software. When solving for eigenfrequencies COMSOL
includes the geometry or interaction constraints, but any loads
present in the model are default ignored. It is also possible
to include effects from pre-stress. In order to study the pres-
sure/force fields and evaluate the displacement in a simulation
model a frequency domain simulations is needed. In Figure 50

it is possible to see an example of the eigenmode for a cylindri-
cal stainless steel free-free ends rod (316 L, refer to Table 11 for
material specification) with a diameter of 10 mm and length of
123 mm. It is possible to notice how the longitudinal vibrations
appear at a specific frequency of 20 kHz, that is its resonance
frequencies (in fact the length is just equal to half the vibratory
wavelength in the specific material, refer to Equation 1).

Frequencies domain study

The frequency analysis of a system allows to study the prop-
erties of a system as a function of excitation frequency. The
frequency analysis in COMSOL Multiphysics produces a fre-
quency response curve, of the linearized response due to a
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fr= 12463 Hz fr= 14403 Hz fr= 20039 Hz fr= 22729 Hz fr= 24927 Hz

Figure 50: Different vibrating modes for cylindrical stainless steel
bar.

harmonic excitation, for a number of different frequencies. A
frequency response curve will, in general, exhibit a number
of distinct peaks located at the natural frequencies of the sys-
tem. In the frequency domain simulations, COMSOL solves
stress-strain wave equations numerically with the given bound-
ary conditions. It is possible to perform a frequency response
analysis of a structure under harmonic load, but also under a
prestress load. The loads can have amplitudes and phase shifts
that may depend on the excitation frequency f:

Ffreq = F(f) · cos

(
sπf · t FPh(f) ·

π

180

)
(28)

where F(f) is the amplitude and FPh(f) is the phase shift
of the load. The result of a frequency response analysis is a
complex time-dependent displacement field, which can be in-
terpreted as an amplitude, uamp, and a phase angle, uphase:

u = uamp cos(sπf · t + uphase) (29)

In Figures 51 and 52 it is possible to see the result of fre-
quency domain analysis in the range of 7− 32 kHz for 316 L
cylindrical rod with a fixed base and a load of (10; 0; 10) N

m2

applied on the other base. In Figure 51 the amplitude of dis-
placement as a function of excitation frequency, at a point on
the face where load is applied, is shown. The peaks in these
curves correspond to the the natural frequencies, whose values
are reported in Table 13. For a longitudinal vibration analysis is
necessary to locate only the longitudinal resonance frequency,
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4.3.1 FE optimization 95

Figure 51: Displacement amplitude vs. excitation frequency.

so in Figure 52 the x−, y− and z− amplitude displacements are
individually plotted.

In this way it is possible to isolate only the longitudinal fre-
quency for a right vibration mode requested in ultrasonic drill:
Figure 53 shows the z− component of displacement. The two
peaks correspond to the longitudinal vibration modes at 10045
Hz and 30113 Hz respectively: Figure 54 and 55, finally, show
the deformed configuration of amplitude displacement and the
Von Mises stress.

Static study

A static analysis has no time dependencies. It is referred to
the steady state with constant boundary conditions and mate-
rial properties in time. The static analysis allows to find the
maximum stress level, to compare it with the material’s yield
strength, and to check that the deformation of the component

Table 13: Natural frequencies (eigenfrequency) of a 316 L cylindrical
rod with a fixed base.

Eigenfrequency f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9
Frequency [Hz] 7852 7852.2 10045 14237 18965 22404 22405 30113 31160
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96 4.3.1 FE optimization

Figure 52: x−, y− and z− components of displacement amplitude.

Figure 53: z− component of displacement amplitude.

is within the limits of the design criteria. This study is an es-
sential step for studying the static stress distribution caused
by a pretension bolt in a system. The solution from this step
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fr= 10045 Hz fr= 30113 Hz

Figure 54: Displacement amplitude at 10045 Hz and 30113 Hz excita-
tion frequency.

fr= 10045 Hz fr= 30113 Hz

Figure 55: Von Mises stress of the cylindrical rod at 10045 Hz and
30113 Hz excitation frequency.

is then used as a linearization point for solving the vibration
problem in Frequency Domain Perturbation study step. This
workflow is valid only for small perturbations about the static
solution, namely the magnitude of the stress and other physical
quantities from the frequency domain problem are significantly
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smaller than the magnitude of the same quantities obtained
from the static problem.

4.3.2 Manufacturing

The tuned components of ultrasonic drill need precision en-
gineering equipment to accurately manufacture the ultrasonic
components to the required size, ensuring precise tuning. The
components were manufactured using a four axis CNC ma-
chine using computer aided manufacture (CAM) technology.
In particular, for the manufacturing of the sonostrode a mobile
headstock lathe has been necessary due to its shape and dimen-
sion (lenght higher than diameter). This kind of lathe allows
the front and rear faces of the piece to be processed simulta-
neously. The material flows through a guiding bush and it is
rotated by a second mandrel that helps to push the material
through the guiding bush. In this way, lengths much higher
than the diameters do not create problems of deformation and
vibration.

4.3.3 Assembly

The assembly process of ultrasonic device requires more steps:
the first one is the assembly of transducer composed by more
element as presented in 4.1; and the second one requires the fas-
tening of booster and sonotrode to transducer through the use
of grub screws. Moreover, in order to enhance the ultrasonic
drill performance, some practical actions can be taken:

• in order to maximize the energy transfer associated with
the propagation of the acoustic waves it is necessary that
the surfaces that will be in contact (for example the front
mass section facing the booster and those of the booster
facing the front mass and the sonotrode) are treated to
reduce surface roughness. High surface roughness can
cause heat generation and high power loss under oper-
ating conditions. A lapping treatment on these surfaces
is strongly recommended before assembling the entire in-
strument.

• it is necessary to make use of isolating bushes placed
around the bolt shank to avoid short-circuit by a proba-
ble contact between central bolt and the electrodes and to
keep back and front mass connected to ground.
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• the central bolt must have the specifications of DIN 912,
class 12.9.

• threaded body and head of a central bolt, that is fasten-
ing piezoceramics and metal masses, should be slightly
lubricated with (high temperature stable) molybdenum
disulphide grease, before transducer fastening, in order
to minimize unnecessary friction during fastening. Some-
times, 30% to 60% of applied fastening torque/pressure
is lost in metal-to-metal friction, if central bolt is not prop-
erly lubricated.

• after assembly, the transducer is subjected to a heating
process to redistribute the accumulated mechanical stresses
in a non-isotropic manner during the preload phase. The
transducer is placed in the oven for 8 hours at a temper-
ature in the range of 80− 120◦C and it is allowed to cool
naturally. During the warm up, the electrodes are short-
circuited.

Transducer assembly

As described in Section 4.1 the transducer is composed by a
piezoelectric stack, the front and back mass and the pre-stress
screw. The task of the central screw is the fastening of the sys-
tem, applying a compressive load to piezoelectric stack. The
piezoelectric stack is composed of PZT disks between which
electrodes are interposed. The electrodes are interposed be-
tween oppositely poled PZT disc and connected in parallel to
the power source (see Figure 56). These electrodes are of cop-
per–beryllium discs alloy of 200–250µm thickness with very
high fatigue strength. Their surface is finished with nickel-
plating treatment for minimizing the roughness.

The pre-stress torque Tps that must be applied to central bolt,
can be evaluated by the following relation:

Tps = (d2
o − d2

i )kdbolt Pps
π

4
(30)

where, do and di are respectively the outer and the inner
diameter of piezo-rings, dbolt is the nominal diameter of bolt,
k is a lubrication coefficient (it ranges between 0.15− 0.18 for
lubricated bolt) and Pps is the pre-load pressure. The pre-load
pressure can be evaluated as the mean between tensile and com-
pressive yield loads. The torque value can be imposed to the
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100 4.3.3 Assembly

Figure 56: Poling direction of piezoceramic rings (blue narrow)
within a piezoceramic stack containing four active ele-
ments.

bolt by using a torque meter. At the same time, it can be imple-
mented a measuring set-up using a oscilloscope for measuring
the produced charge on electrodes resulted from pre-stress. It
is possible to dimension an external capacitance on which it
will be possible measure the imposed voltage corresponding to
fastening torque required (refer to Figure 57). In particular, the
amount of charge accumulated in the electrodes is:

Qtot = (d2
o − d2

i )nPZT d33 Pps
π

4
(31)

where nPZT is the number of PZT rings and d33 is the piezo-
electric constant. The value of the external capacitance Cext can
be evaluated as follow:

Cext =
Qtot

V0
−nPZT

(d2
o − d2

i ) ǫ
T
33

π
4

hPZT
(32)

where V0 is the imposed potential with values up to 10V .

Booster and sonotrode assembly

Booster and sonotrode are fastened to transducer in series
through a grub screws, as shown in Figure 58. The grub screws
are chosen taking into account the dynamic stresses to which
they are subjected under the operating conditions. The dy-
namic stress amplitude in the coupling bolt will be:
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Figure 57: Scheme of transducer assembly set-up.

Figure 58: Section view of ultrasonic device: 1) and 2) coupling grub
screws; 3) central bolt; 4) sonotrode; 5) booster; 6) front
mass; 7) PZT stack; 8) back mass.

σGS =
π
4 d

2 l ρ (2π fris)
2 u

Ab
(33)

where d is the diameter of the cross-sections fastened by
the grub screw, l is the length of the component (booster or
sonotrode) that must be fastened at the surface where the out-
put vibration displacement is equal to u. For example, sigmaGS

for coupling screw between transducer and booster will be eval-
uated with the booster length.

It is important to notice that when a chain of ultrasonic res-
onators connected axially to each other (such as transducer
and booster or transducer, booster and sonotrode) the result-
ing impedance-phase characteristic, after adding every new el-
ement, will become more and more narrow and sharp. This
implies an increase of mechanical quality factors.
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4.3.4 Driver

For the power supplying of the ultrasonic drill a digital gen-
erator has been used. The adopted generator, Silence Scope
(Figure 59), is produced by Itacna s.r.l. (BG, Italy) and its speci-
fication is reported in Table 14. This generator offers the possi-
bility to:

• choose three different control strategies: i) constant volt-
age, ii) constant current and iii) constant active power.

• feed the ultrasonic transducer with fixed frequency signal,
imposed by the user.

• feed the ultrasonic transducer with signal whose frequency
is evaluated after the identification of ultrasonic device
resonance frequency (frequency tracking). This is assured
thanks to a controller that analyses the electric impedance
of the transducer after a frequency ultrasonic transducer
(or entire system: transducer, booster and sonostrode) scan-
ning. In fact, the physical conditions in an ultrasonic ap-
plication (temperature, pressure, density, viscosity, mass,
geometries, materials used, etc.) can change for different
reasons, thus inducing a change in the electromechanical
response of the ultrasonic system. Ultimately, the behav-
ior of the generator is changed. For this reason, the main
parameters that constitute the operating conditions of the
generator, and therefore of the entire electromechanical
system, are controlled by the generator at each system
launch in order to ensure the best working conditions de-
pending on the chemical-physical conditions of the sys-
tem.

• acquire the electric impedance curve for evaluating the
resonance frequency (corresponding to the mimimum peak)
and the quality factor Q (Equation22).

The operating conditions of the driver and of the ultrasonic
transducer (that can be considered as an electromechanical sys-
tem) are checked at each system start using an impedance anal-
ysis algorithm of the electromechanical system.

This algorithm, thanks to an initial phase where the reso-
nance frequency of the system is found (as the frequency in
which minimum peak of impedance curve occurs), ensures the
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Figure 59: Silence Scope, Itacna s.r.l., BG, Italy.

Table 14: Silence Scope (Itacna s.r.l., BG, Italy) specifications.

Parameter Value

Power supply 230 V (±5%),50/60$ Hz
Power output 2000 W
Nominal current 15 A
Nominal voltage 1500 V
Frequency bandwidth 18− 120 kHz
General control

strategies

Constant Voltage, constant Current or
constant active power

Frequency control

strategy
Fixed frequency or Frequency tracking

best working conditions. In particular, the users can set a fre-
quency range in which the ultrasonic system must work. The
drive feeds the electromechanical system with sine signal at
different frequencies (that belong to the set range), and acquire
the impedance curve, thus the algorithm searches the resonance
frequency within it. At the end of this "calibration" phase, the
driver feeds the ultrasonic system at the optimum frequency.
Figure 60 shows the connection between the transducer and
the driver. The acquisition of impedance curve is useful to esti-
mate the Q-factor during the assembly phase of the ultrasonic
drill.

Figure 60: Ultrasonic transducer and Silence Scope interfacing.
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4.4 development process results

4.4.1 Transducer

In order to model the transducer it was necessary to start by
choosing the piezoceramic discs material. For this type of ap-
plication, rings with an external and internal diameter respec-
tively equal to 30 mm and 10 mm have been chosen. The ring
thickness is 4 mm. The rings are of PZT-8 (SP8) material pro-
duced by CeramTec (Plochingen, Germany). The piezoelectric
stack has been composed with four rings, coupling the oppo-
site poled faces. For the back-mass stainless steel AISI 4340 has
been choosen, while for the front-mass titanium Ti6Al4V . The
working frequency has been fixed at 25 kHz.

The working principle involved in the operation of the trans-
ducer is that an AC electrical signal applied to the piezostack
actuator produces vibrations in the entire transducer: these vi-
brations are reflected by the back-mass, while the front-mass
in turn transmits vibrating waves to the booster. Thus model-
ing the operation of the transducer requires coupling electrical,
structural and piezoelectric phenomena. It is necessary to im-
plement the pre-tension in the central bolt of the transducer to
model the effect of prestress on the frequency response charac-
teristics of the transducer.

The final tuned design of the transducer is reported in Figure
61. It has been achieved after several trials in modifying the
dimension of the back-mass and the front-mass. In order to
reach this result has been necessary:

• to consider the reaction to the tightening process of the
central bolt and the pre-tension force experienced by the
bolt. This force produces a prestress that helps to hold
the bolt in place during regular operation of the device.
Note that the tightening of the bolt also produces stresses
in materials that are touching the bolt.

• to include fixed constrains for modeling the tightening
process during stationary study.

• to consider the poling direction of the piezoceramic, such
that alternate disks are poled along opposite directions.
This allows to use a single electrical terminal at the inter-
face of each pair of disks and obtain the piezoelectric ac-
tuation effect in each disks along the same direction, thus
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Figure 61: Ultrasonic transducer.

the piezoelectric strain is in-phase in all the disks and the
displacement amplitude is maximized. In this model, the
PZT-8 disks actuate in the d33-mode. Hence two disks
are poled along the +Z-direction while the other two are
poled along the -Z-direction.

• to consider the effect of voltage application on the elec-
trodes. Each piezo-ring is excited with 50 VRMS electrical
signal.

Following the workflow described in Section 4.3, a modal
analysis has been conducted to find the longitudinal vibration
mode at desired resonance frequency. For this purpose two
study steps have been implemented (static and eigenfrequency).
Figure 62 shows the eigenmode of transducer for different eigen-
frequency. The longitudinal resonance frequency evaluated from
simulation fST is equal to 25404 Hz. In this way, a frequency do-
main analysis has been conducted in frequency range of 24− 26

kHz. Amplitude displacement and Von Mises stress are shown
respectively in Figure 63 and 64. The curves in Figure 65 shows
the amplitude of x-, y- and z- displacement components mea-
sured at a point on the free face of front mass: it is clear that
the x- and y- components are negligible respect to the z- one,
confirming that the transducer vibrates longitudinally.

Furthermore, the Electrostatic Module allows to evaluate the
electric impedance in the frequency range: this functionality
is extremely useful for evaluating the goodness of the simula-
tion comparing it with the electric impedance curve acquired
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Figure 62: Modal analysis of ultrasonic transducer. The longitudinal
vibration mode is obtained for 25404 Hz resonance fre-
quency.

Displacement amplitude [mm] 

(fr = 25404 Hz)

Figure 63: Displacement amplitude of transducer at 25404 Hz. It is
shown the amplitude on the outer surface and on a diam-
eter section.

with the digital analyzer. Figure 66 shows the resonance peaks
in simulated and acquired electric impedance curves. Further-
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Figure 64: Von Mises stress of transducer at 25404 Hz. It is shown the
amplitude on the outer surface and on a diameter section.

Figure 65: Amplitude displacement components measured at a point
of front-mass free face.

more, it is possible to evaluate the resonance frequency for
the model of the transducer identifying the frequency values
in which occur the minimum peaks, and for the manufactured
transducer. The acquired electrical impedance curve is the mean
of twenty measuring test. The acquisition set-up is showed in
Figure 60: it allows free vibration of free face of front-mass.
The transducer was fixed at its nodal plane. From the acquired
curve is possible to evaluate the actual resonance frequency fT
as:

fT = 25865 Hz (34)

Finally, using the Equation 22 an estimation of Q factor for
the transduce can be evaluated as (Figure 67):

QT =
fT
∆f

≈ 48 (35)
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Figure 66: Electric impedance curve of transducer.

Figure 67: Identification of 50% decrement of the maximum
impedance amplitude in acquired electric impedance
curve.

4.4.2 Booster

The booster design process started with coping the constraints
set by the transducer manufacturing. The constraints include:

• the resonance frequency equal to fT (25865 Hz);

• booster outer diameter equal to that the front-mass end;

• material properties (Ti6Al4V);
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The initial length LB of the booster is evaluated thanks to
Equation 12. In order to find the optimal shape that allows
to the booster to vibrate at 25865 Hz longitudinally a modal
analysis has been performed. The final tuned design of the
booster is reported in Figure 68. The resulting eigenmodes are
shown in Figure 69.

Having obtained the desired design for the booster, it was
possible to model the assembly that couples transducer and
booster. That model allowed to:
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Figure 68: Final design of booster.

Figure 69: Modal analysis of booster. The longitudinal vibration
mode is obtained for 25865 Hz resonance frequency.
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Figure 70: Eigenmodes of partial assembly composed by transducer
and booster. Longitudinal vibration occurs at 25379 Hz.

• evaluate the resonance frequency trough the eigenmode
assessment obtained by eigenfrequency study.

• conduct a frequency analysis for evaluating the amplitude
of the displacements of partial assembly, and verifying the
amplification chain had been well designed.

• estimate the Von Mises stress.

The longitudinal vibration mode has been found at fSTB equal
to 25379 Hz (Figure 70).

The Figure 71 reveals the presence of transverse displacement
components at 25379 Hz within the assembly in the x− and y−

directions obtained in frequency domain study. However, these
components are negligible compared to the displacement in the
longitudinal direction.

The stress suffered by the materials does not exceed the limits
of the elastic field of materials, as shown in the Figure 72.

Figure 73 shows the resonance peaks in simulated and ac-
quired electric impedance curves. For the partial assembly of
ultrasonic drill composed by transducer and booster the ac-
quired resonance frequency occurred at:

fTB = 25975 Hz (36)
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Figure 71: Top) Total displacement amplitude in partial assembly of
the ultrasonic drill. Bottom) Cartesian components of dis-
placement amplitude.

Figure 72: Von Mises stress of partial assembly of the ultrasonic drill
at 25379 Hz. It is shown the amplitude on the outer sur-
face and on a diameter section.

and the quality factor QTB, estimated in acquired electric
impedance curve, was:

QTB =
fTB
∆f

≈ 75 (37)
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Figure 73: Electric impedance curve of partial assembly of transducer
and booster.
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4.4.3 Sonotrode

As for the booster, the sonotrode design must take into ac-
count:

• that the resonance frequency must be equal to fTB (25875
Hz);

• an end must have outer diameter equal to the booster end;

• the material properties (Ti6Al4V);

The sonotrode length LS has been set not to half-wave length,
rather to the wave length. This is due to the geometrical con-
straints imposed by the surgery procedures and to the necessity
of obtaining a long bony tunnel into the vertebras.

At first, modal analysis has been conducted to design the
sonotrode shape for vibrating at 25865 Hz (Figure 75). The
final tuned design of the sonotrode is reported in Figure 74.

Finally, after having fixed the geometric shape of the sonotrode,
the whole ultrasonic drill has been modeled in COMSOL. As
for the intermediate assembly (transducer and booster), the fi-
nal model allowed to evaluate the resonance frequency trough
the eigenmode assessment too, to evaluate the displacement at
the tip of the drill and to estimate the Von Mises stress, which
condition is verified.

The eigenmode assessment shows the resonance frequency
for longitudinal vibration at 24850 Hz, Figure 76 shows the
eigenmodes with frequencies close to the longitudinal resonance
frequency. The displacement results, obtained in frequency do-
main analysis, at 24850 Hz are reported in Figure 77. As the
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Figure 74: Final design of sonotrode.
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partial assembly, the x− and y− components are negligible
compared to the displacement in z− direction.

The resistance of the materials is ensured by the results of
the stress analysis shown in Figure 78.

Figure 75: Modal analysis of sonostrode. The longitudinal vibration
mode is obtained for 25865 Hz resonance frequency.

Figure 76: Longitudinal eigenmode at 24850 Hz of ultrasonic drill.
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Figure 77: Top) Total displacement amplitude in the ultrasonic drill.
Bottom) Cartesian components of displacement ampli-
tude.

Figure 78: Von Mises stress of the ultrasonic drill at 24850 Hz. It is
shown the amplitude on the outer surface and on a diam-
eter section.
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Figure 79: Electric impedance curve of ultrasonic drill.

Figure 80: The ultrasonic drill.

After the sonotrode manufacturing, it was possible to com-
plete the assembly and to conduct the acquisition tests for ex-
perimentally evaluation of the the resonance frequency by the
electrical impedance curve. The Figure 79 shows the curves
of the simulated and acquired electrical impedance. The first
shows a resonance peak at the 24850 Hz frequency. The reso-
nance frequency occurred at:

fTBS = 26042 Hz (38)

From the curve of the acquired electrical impedance it was
finally possible to evaluate the quality factor QTBS of the whole
system equal to:

QTBS =
fTBS
∆f

≈ 96 (39)

The final prototype is presented in Figure 80.
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4.5 discussion and conclusions

In this Chapter the principles of ultrasonic system design
have been reported. The main principles of wave propagation
in simple shape media have been presented. Useful tools for the
rough design of ultrasound systems have been obtained from
the main theoretical results. Nevertheless, given the intrinsic
complexity of ultrasonic systems, these tools are not sufficient
for an accurate design. More sophisticated tools for design,
such as the finite element method, were presented. Finite el-
ement method is a numerical method for solving problems of
engineering, typically used for structural analysis, heat transfer,
fluid flow, mass transport, and electromagnetic potential. Gen-
erally in ultrasonic engineering, the FE method is used only
for modal analysis purpose for studying the resonators. The
resonators, after being manufactured, are analyzed with exper-
imental systems (e.g. EMA) to measure their performance and
to compare the acquired data with the simulated ones, thus
measuring the goodness of the simulation. This procedure is
widely used and exploited in many literature works. However,
it is a design and verification method that requires a lot of in-
strumentation for the experimental analysis of vibrations, thus
increasing the production time of ultrasonic systems. Further-
more, works concerning the design of ultrasonic transducers
are very poor.

In this work a design process for ultrasonic systems has been
proposed. This process exploits the potential of a simulation
software such as COMSOL Multiphysics to design the whole ul-
trasonic systems, and subsequently to characterize their vibra-
tion properties through a single tool that allows the transducer
to be powered and to make electric impedance measurements.

The proposed process involves four consequential phases:
the first is a rough dimensioning that uses theoretical concepts
and tools; the second uses the computational tools proposed by
COMSOL Multiphysics for the design of the transducer and res-
onators (booster and sonotrode). In fact, the adopted software
allows to simulate complex problems in which phenomena of
different physical domains occur, such as mechanical, electro-
magnetic and piezoelectric. Thanks to the implementable stud-
ies it is possible to estimate the vibratory behavior of the ul-
trasound system. The third phase requires a lot of accuracy in
the realization of the mechanical parts and in their assembly.
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Finally, the testing phase is greatly simplified thanks to the use
of an ad hoc generator.

The results reported in the previous section show a good
agreement between the results of the simulations and the ex-
perimental tests. In fact the simulated and acquired resonance
frequencies differ at most by 4.8% in case of the complete drill,
while it drops to 2.3% in case of the partial assembly (booster
and transducer) and to 1.8% in case of the transducer. Further-
more, the eigenfrquency studies conducted give the opportu-
nity to draw operational considerations related for feeding the
ultrasonic drill. In particular the results shown in the figures
allow to understand the ultrasonic drill supplying frequency
range: in fact all the vibrating modes different from the longi-
tudinal ones can have disastrous effects on the drill causing it
to break.

Thanks to the acquisition of the impedance curve through
the Silence Scope generator it was possible to evaluate the qual-
ity factor Q as the ratio between the resonance frequency and
the peak band of impedance at 50% of its maximum value.
The quality factor Q is a measure of the "sharpeness" of the
ultrasonic transducer (system) frequency response and it de-
fines the sensitivity of the transducer to change in driving fre-
quency. The vibrations of a transducer with a high Q -factor
are “dampened” or significantly reduced when the driving fre-
quency changes very slightly from its resonant frequency. Trans-
ducers with low Q-factor continue to vibrate with a consider-
able portion of their maximum amplitude even if the driving
frequency deviates moderately from the resonant frequency, in-
curring a risk of varying the operating conditions (e.g. the
transducer perceives a different load and the resonance fre-
quency changes) thus being driven at harmful frequencies. Fur-
thermore, the maximum ultrasonic output will be achieved when
an ultrasonic transducer with high Q-factor is driven precisely
at its resonant frequency (see Equation 22). For these reasons,
it is useful to verify that the quality factor Q increases during
the assembly phase. As shown in Figure 81 the condition has
been verified.

It is useful to underline that the simulations from frequency
domain studies offer important results for operative purposes.
In fact, it is possible to consider the curve shown in Figure
82. That curve represents the absolute value of the longitudi-
nal displacement into the ultrasonic drill. In green three nodal
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Figure 81: Impedance acquired curve for transducer, partial assem-
bly and ultrasonic drill. It is highlighted the increase of
quality factor Q.

points are highlighted. Such informations are essential to de-
sign flanges that keep fixed the ultrasonic drill.

The need to design an ultrasonic drill was risen from its in-
trinsic safety in selectively cutting of only mineralized biolog-
ical tissues without damages on surrounding soft tissues. In
Figure 83 there is a picture of a drilling test on the shell of a
fresh egg: it is possible to notice that the soft membrane under-
neath the shell remains intact.
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Figure 82: Displacement amplitude along the longitudinal direction
of ultrasonic drill.

Figure 83: Drilling test on the shell of a fresh egg.
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5 S M A R T D R I L L I N G : B O N E

I M P E DA N C E M E A S U R E M E N T S

The technologies developed in this thesis work, and described
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, allow the innovative procedure for
the treatment of degenerative discopathy (described in Chap-
ter 1) to be generally safer. The safety theme in spinal surgery
procedures is of paramount importance and it can be analyzed
from two different points of view. The first is about the posi-
tioning of the surgical tools in respect to the anatomical sites,
for this purpose the surgical positioning system, described in
Chapter 2, has been developed. While the second one is about
the reduction of bone trauma after the drilling and the mini-
mizing of healthy tissues damages that surround the bone to
be treated. This goal can be achieved through the adoption of
the ultrasonic drill proposed in Chapter 4.

However, the discussion regarding the safety in spinal pro-
cedure, more specifically in the transpedicular one, cannot be
solely exhausted by taking these two solutions into account. In
fact, different software and hardware solutions for monitoring
the drill advancement during drilling has been developed as
show in Section 3.3. These methods are based on the acquisi-
tion of the thrust force on the drill bit or of the torque exerted
for drilling. Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of these tech-
niques is the use of the pushing force generating drill bit ad-
vancement as effective signal to discriminate among different
bone tissues when the feed rate is constant. In fact, at constant
feed rate, the force signal sharply rises during the drilling of
the cortical bone, while it falls to lower values as soon as the
breakthrough with the medullary cavity occurs.

Therefore, the adoption of these methods is ineffective in the
proposed surgical positioning system, where the surgeon can
manually control the advancement of the drill bit, thus preserv-
ing the haptic feedback that she/he receives from the interac-
tion between the tool and the bone tissues. In [271] a new pa-
rameter to address the problem of tissue characterization when
neither the force or the feeding rate are constant, nor the force
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can be limited, as in the case of manual or partially assisted
procedures has been proposed.

In order to test the effectiveness of this method based on the
estimation of the new parameter, namely Average Impedance, a
smart rotative drill, embedded whit force and position sensors,
has been developed. The Average Impedance parameter can be
used to determine the type of tissue being drilled (i.e. cortical
or spongy) as well as to detect the breakthroughs from one
bony layer to another.

In this Chapter the implemented bench test on porcine bone
models for testing the smart rotative drill and the breakthrough
algorithm are described. Then, the results of the estimation
of the Average Impedance on vertebrae of human cadaver are
discussed. The average impedance measurements on human
vertebras are correlated to the bony density evaluated using
CT scans.

Furthermore, in order to preserve the clear advantages of
the ultrasonic drill in bone machining, the ultrasonic drill has
been characterized to be able to be integrated in the average
impedance strategy. In particular, the piezoelectric stack in ul-
trasonic transducer has been exploited for measuring the thrust
force exerted by the surgeon during drilling, correlating the out-
put voltage signal with the force signal of the load cell.
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5.1 smart surgical rotative drill 123

5.1 smart surgical rotative drill

In order to exploit the advantages of manual drillings and
the surgeons skills, in addition to the positioning system, a new
drilling system and breakthrough detection algorithm have been
developed. The proposed breakthrough detection algorithm
of drilled tissues is based on the measure of bony mechanical
impedance defined by Equation 1:

I =
F

v
(1)

where F is the pushing force applied by the surgeon to drill
the bone and v is the feed rate of the drill bit crossing the drilled
bone.

The drilling platform is comprised of three systems: i) a po-
sitioning system (PS); ii) an end-effector consisting of a custom-
made sensorized drilling tool equipped with sensors and iii)
the control and data processing unit.

5.1.1 End-effector design and sensorized drill

The PS system, described in Chapter 2, allows to mount an
end-effector for the manual advancement of the drill, with sta-
ble spatial orientation of the drilling trajectory. The PS com-
prises three sub-modules (Figure 84):

• a 3-DoF mechanical module for rough positioning (MMP)
(joints d0, j0 and d1);

• a 2-DoF double planar parallelogram (joints j1−8) that re-
alizes a remote center of motion (RCM) centered on the
tip of the surgical tool;

• an end-effector that supports a linear guide (joint d4) on
which the drilling tool can slide (1-DoF).

The end-effector, as shown in Figure 85, is composed by
a DELRIN base (1), on which a pulley is mounted (2) (Mis-
umi, Schaumburg, USA, ATP46MXL025-A-NK10). An open-
ended belt (3) (Misumi, Schaumburg, USA, TBN-297-MXL-025)
drives the pulley and connects two carriages (5) with 4 guide
wheels (Shaeffler, Herzogenaurach, Germany, LFL20-SF) each
one, which slides along two parallel linear guides (6) (Shaef-
fler, LFS20). Belt clamps (4) (Misumi, Schaumburg, USA, TBCS-
MXL025) are used to lock the belt to the adapters mounted on
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124 5.1.1 End-effector design and sensorized drill

Figure 84: Kinematic structure of the positioning system. The double
planar parallelogram realizes a RCM (red dot). Joints d0,
j0, d1 j1, j2 and d4 are manually actuated.

the carriages. A 10 bit resolution encoder (8) (RLS, RM22SC10B-
10A1B00) is coupled to the pulley in order to measure displace-
ment and feed velocity of the carriages. The two carriages host
the surgical tool and a counterweight that balances the weight
of the surgical tool and partially of the sensors and power ca-
bles.

The coupling between surgical tool/counterweight and car-
riage has been ensured by the shape of the parts. Indeed an
adapter for each carriage has been designed that houses a T-
shape nut (10) matching with the complimentary T-shaped groove
(7, Figure 86) located on the surgical tool/counterweight. In or-
der to lock or unlock the surgical tool, an indexing plungers
has been mounted on the adapter (9); the indexing plungers
has a pin that can be retracted acting on an handle allowing the
unlock, an easy and quick replacement of the operating tools
during the surgical procedure is allowed.

The counterweight has been designed in two parts: a light-
weight ABS base housing the T-shaped groove and an heavy-
weight CuZn39Pb3 brass top part. In this way, depending on
the surgical tool mounted, it is possible to balance its weight
substituting properly only the top part of the counterweight.

The rotative drill (Figure 86) is composed of an aluminium
base (1) (EN AW 6060) with the T-shaped groove (7). The alu-
minium base houses the flat brushless DC motor (2) (Maxon
EC 45, rated power: 50 W) and the bidirectional load cell (4)
(Alemanno, TSAMP, measuring range 0− 98 N) on which it is
mounted a knob (5). The whole system is covered by a custom
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5.1.1 End-effector design and sensorized drill 125

Figure 85: CAD of the end-effector: 1) Base; 2) Pulley; 3) Belt; 4) Belt
clamps; 5) Carriage; 6) Linear guide; 7) Stopper bolt; 8)
Resolution encoder; 9) Indexing plungers.

3D printed ABS housing case (6). To the motor shaft is attached
a chuck (3) (Dremel 4486) that allows interchangeable housing
of drill bits with diameters in the range 0.4− 3.4 mm. The sur-
geon can manually advance the driller along the linear guides
pushing on the knob, in this way the thrust force is read by the
load cell. The main specifications of the rotative drilling system
are listed below:

• Feed range (axial direction): 0− 165.5mm

• Feed displacement resolution (axial direction): 89.7µm

• Max pushing force (i.e. full scale of the load cell): 98N

• Rotational speed: 0− 2360 rpm

The rotative drill control and acquisition system is described
in Figure 87. The motor is controlled via a Maxon EPOS2

50/5 unit running PI speed control (1 kHz) to drive the motor
at a constant velocity, so that the drill-bit cuts the bone with
constant angular speed. Thrust force and angular displace-
ment of pulley are acquired through a National instruments
CompactDAQ-9174 (cDAQ), in particular:

• encoder’s data are acquired by the cDAQ through a NI9401
digital I/O module (SSI communication protocol). The
digital output of the encoder is a 11 bits binary string.
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126 5.1.1 End-effector design and sensorized drill

Figure 86: Rotative drill: 1) Base; 2) DC Brushless Motor; 3) Chunk;
4) Load Cell; 5) Knob; 6) 3D printed case; 7) T-shaped
groove.

The bit values are acquired at a sampling frequency of
88kHz.

• load cell data are acquired through a NI 9205 16-bit ana-
log input module simultaneously with the reading of the
encoder output, therefore force data have a sampling fre-
quency of 88kHz. The output of the load cell is a volt-
age value in the range ±5V , where positive voltages stand
for compression and negative ones for tension. The pass
band of the load cell is [0− 300]Hz.

Figure 87: Rotative drill acquisition system.

Figure 88 shows an overall view of the end effector with the
mounted drill.
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5.1.2 Experimental data acquisition 127

Figure 88: CAD model of the drilling device: 1) DELRIN support; 2)
rotary drill EN-AW-6060 Al support; 3) load cell; 4) knob;
5) motor; 6) chuck; 7) Kirschner wire Φ= 2.5mm; 8) car-
riages; 9) linear guides; 10) belt; 11) pulley; 12) counter-
weight; 13) T-shaped groove; 14) magnetic encoder stator;
15) magnetic encoder rotor; 16) pulley shaft.

5.1.2 Experimental data acquisition

As shown in Figure 89, the test bench included: i) a bone
holder and ii) the end-effector of the surgical platform clamped
in a vertical position. Swine shinbones and ribs were used for
the anatomical similarity with human long and short bones
[228]. The bones were removed from the cold store 6 hours
before the drilling tests and thawed at room temperature. Then
the specimens were clamped rigidly into the bone holder. A 2

mm diameter Kirschner wire (rake angle of 12◦ and clearance
angle of 60◦), rotating at 2200 rpm was used to drill the bones.
Except for the drilling trajectory, constrained by the guide, the
drilling procedure has been performed by an expert surgeon at
his will without any constraints on the duration of the proce-
dure. Afterwards, in order to validate the results, cross-sections
of the shinbones were cut with a cutting plane containing the
axis of the cylindrical hole in the bone and the thicknesses of
each bone layer was measured using a digital micrometer (Mitu-
toyo, Absolute Digimatic 500-196-20, Resolution: 10 µm). The
linear displacement of the drill and the pushing force were mea-
sured during the drilling procedure. Force data are acquired
simultaneously with the reading of the encoder output (sam-
pling frequency of 88 kHz). The output of the load cell is a
voltage value in the range ±5 V, where positive voltages stand
for compression and negative ones for tension. The pass band
of the load cell is 0− 300 Hz. A 16 bit analog to digital con-
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128 5.1.2 Experimental data acquisition

Figure 89: Wire-frame representation of the experimental setup: (1)
bone; (2) Kirschner wire; (3) linear guide; (4) load cell; (5)
knob; (6) counterweight; (7) belt; (8) pulley.

verter (NI9205, National Instrument, Austin, Texas, US) is used
to acquire the force data. In Figure 90 the pushing force Fm
measured during a manual drilling on a shinbone has been
plotted with respect to the advancement of the drill bit along
the linear guide. While drilling at variable velocity, the push-
ing force is poorly related to the bone layers being drilled. The
pushing force during the crossing of the medullary cavity (see
region A, Figure 90 ) may assume values comparable to those
obtained in the cortical bone layers (see region B, Figure 90 ).
Furthermore, a drop in the force signal might be due to either
a transition from a harder tissue (i.e. cortical bone) to a softer
one (e.g. medullary cavity of long bones or cancellous bone) or
a momentary decrease in the force exerted by the surgeon dur-
ing the drilling of the same bone layer. This decrement of the
force is not related to the occurrence of a transition. Therefore,
in case of manual procedures, the analysis cannot be limited to
only the force signal in order to eliminate the risk of misinter-
pretation.
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Figure 90: Pushing force characteristic (Fm) during manual drilling
of cortical bone tissue and medullary cavity. The magni-
tude of the pushing force could reach comparable levels
in both layers (compare region A with region B).

5.1.3 Average impedance

In view of the above considerations, a new parameter, re-
ferred to as Average Impedance (AI), that binds together force
and velocity has been introduced. The mechanical impedance
of a linear material is defined as (Equation 1 )

I(f) =
Fd(f)

v(f)
=

Fd(f)

2πfjS(f)
(2)

where Fd(f), S(f) and v(f) respectively are the Fourier trans-
forms of the contact force at the interface (drill bit-tissue), the
displacement of the drill bit and its velocity. Fd can be esti-
mated starting from the external (pushing) force Fm, which cor-
responds to the force read by the load-cell if the inertial effects
associated to the motion of the knob are negligible. Denoting
with Ff the friction force, m the equivalent translating mass, a
the acceleration of the center of mass, δm the unbalanced mass
of the assembled system, g gravity, and û the unit vector corre-
sponding to the orientation of the end-effector, the dynamics of
the system can be written as:

Fm − Ff − Fd + (δm)g · û = ma (3)
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130 5.1.3 Average impedance

Equation 3 clearly shows that the force signal generated by
the load cell is not representative of the actual drilling force:
in fact the signal is being affected by both friction and gravi-
tational effects, the latter ones being also pose dependent. To
extract information about the pushing force from the measured
force, it is necessary to define a parameter, based on the signal
provided by the load cell, which is insensitive to both friction
and pose-dependent effects.

In order to define new parameters, following the scheme rep-
resented in Figure 91, the force and velocity signal has been
processed as follow:

• after the application of Fourier Transform to the force sig-
nal, it has been filtered with notch filter in order to elimi-
nate the extraneous peaks at multiples of the rotation fre-
quency of DC motor, as they are not associated to the
pushing force.

• Both force and velocity signals should be low-pass fil-
tered so that in the evaluation of the impedance only
the relevant frequency components of the signals will be
taken into consideration while the irrelevant components
attributable to noise will be discarded.

• In order to filter out the constant but unknown terms in
Equation 3 the DC content has been removed; in this way,
Fm can be considered as a valid estimate of Fd insofar the
acceleration is sufficiently small.

• Force signal and position signals, from which the veloc-
ity is derived in the frequency domain, have been filtered
with a 5th order low pass Butterworth filter with cutting
frequency fc = 50 Hz.

• Both signals have been resampled at the sampling fre-
quency of Fs = 4fc = 200 Hz.

• At each time instant
∗
t, a causal time window Tw is de-

fined. This time window corresponds to the acquisition
of N samples at the sampling frequency Fs;

• Force and displacement data acquired during Tw are Fourier-
transformed and I(f) is calculated. I(f) is a function of the
frequency. The frequency ranges from Fs

2 to Fs
2 ).
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• The module Î(f) of the spectrum is computed: Î(f) =

‖I(f)‖.

• AI(
∗
t) is the average of the frequency components of the

amplitude Î(f) taking into account only the positive side
of the spectrum up to fc (i.e. 0− fc) and removing the DC
component (i.e. f = 0).

• two representations of AI have been considered: AI(t)

(Time Referenced Average Impedance: TAI) and AI(x)
(Position Referenced Average Impedance: PAI). The last
one has been found to be the most significative.

A comparison between the force signal and the PAI signal is
shown in Figure 92. It is possible to observe a sudden increase
in the force during crossing of the medullary cavity (region A,
Figure 92). This increase is not related to changes in the tissues:
the inspection of the cross sections of the specimen shows that
the drill bit was in the medullary cavity when that increase
happened. Therefore that variation of the force is caused by
alterations introduced by the operator. Conversely, the corre-
sponding PAI signal is not affected by operator-dependent al-
terations. Finally, a clear difference in the pattern of the signal
is observable between cortical layers (regions B, Figure 92) and
medullary cavity (region C, Fig. 92).
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Figure 91: Schematic representation of the data processing through
which the parameter AI has been obtained. The time in-
stant t is marked by an asterisk
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Figure 92: Comparison between PAI and pushing force acquired dur-
ing a manual drilling in a shinbone.
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134 5.1.4 Layer identification

5.1.4 Layer identification

An algorithm has been developed to inform the surgeon about
the occurrence of transitions between layers. The algorithm is
based on a sliding spatial window approach.

The following steps have been implemented:

1. once the driller has drilled a portion of cortical bone of
length L̄, a spatial window W of length L̄ is defined;

2. the standard deviation (STD) of PAI(x) with x ∈ W is
calculated;

3. a new L̄-length window is defined after a further driller
advancement of l̂, the new window is partially overlapped
and translated of l̂ with respect to the preceding one;

4. the standard deviation of AI on this new window is eval-
uated;

5. steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the completion of the
drilling process.

Taking into account the linear resolution of the measuring
system ( 89.7µm), the length of the spatial window L̄ has been
set to 500µm, while the localization of the drilling tool position
is provided every l̂ = 100µm.

As a representative example, data obtained during the drilling
of a hole in a shinbone specimen have been reported in Figure
93. The STD on each window has been plotted with respect to
the advancement distance (Figure 94).
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Figure 93: Plot of PAI for a representative drilling.
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Figure 94: Standard deviation of PAI on sliding windows. Imposing
a thresholds (Th = 6), the STD values have been classi-
fied taking as positive assumption the positioning in the
marrow bone.

It can be noticed that the STD presents higher values during
the drilling of the cortical bone, while it assumes lower values
elsewhere. In order to discriminate among the bone layers (i.e.
cortical bone, cancellous bone or marrow bone), different pat-
terns of STD have been exploited. To this purpose a threshold-
based algorithm has been defined. Once a STD threshold value
has been chosen, it is possible to evaluate how many correct or
incorrect bone portion classifications occur, validating the effec-
tiveness of the algorithm on the base of measurements taken
directly from a cross-sections of the shinbone.

It is worth noting that the choice of the right threshold is
crucial. For example purposes, in Figure 94 it is shown the
choice of the STD threshold Th = 6. This value value influences
the number of correct and incorrect bone portion classifications.
The PAI signal (Figure 93) is less affected by variable human
motion components, which strongly affect the interaction force,
and it is more representative of the bone mechanical properties.
In fact, the sole force signal is subject to misinterpretations. If
only the force is taken into account during a manual procedure,
the force in the medullary cavity happens to assume values as
high as those in the cortical bone layer. Sudden increases and
decreases in the force signal have been found not to be always
related to changes in the type of bone layer being drilled, but
rather to be generated by non-smooth motions of the operator’s
hand. Conversely, the PAI signal exhibits the expected tissue-
related behavior even in correspondence of force peaks.
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136 5.1.5 Drilling tests on human cadaver vertebrae

The PAI signal appears smoother and with a lower variabil-
ity in the medullary cavity than in the cortical bone (Figure 93).
Exploiting this pattern, an algorithm based on the evaluation
of the signal standard deviation on sliding windows has been
developed. It is possible to observe (Figure 94) that the values
of standard deviation are lower in the medullary cavity than
in the cortical bone. The identification of a proper threshold
value can allow the discrimination of the drilled tissue. The
additional information (PAI) can enhance the bone drilling pro-
cedure in terms of accuracy and safety.

5.1.5 Drilling tests on human cadaver vertebrae

After the validation on bench tests, the drilling system has
been used for drilling tests on human vertebrae to simulate the
transpedicular procedure. In particular, the effectiveness of the
drilling system in percutaneous conditions has been proved us-
ing a human torso model. The tests were carried out at AO
Research Institute (Davos Platz, Switzerland). The experimen-
tal set-up comprised (Figure 95):

• the PS equipped with the drilling end-effector, as previ-
ously described;

• a C-arm fluoroscope for the pre-operative peduncle iden-
tification;

• a torso of a 88 years old male cadaver. Specifically, the
human torso model comprised (Figure 96): i) the thoracic
vertebrae T11-T12; ii) the lumbar vertebrae L1-L5 and iii)
the sacrum. The cadaver was removed from the cold store
12 hours before the tests and thawed at room temperature.

The drilling tests were performed following the steps (Figure
97):

1. the surgeon manually inserted a Kirschner wire (Φ = 2.5
mm) to locate the peduncle, then using C-arm fluoroscopy
X-ray images were acquired to verify if the tip of the
Kirschner wire was right positioned.

2. The Kirschner wire was attached to the drill chuck. Fur-
ther images have been acquired to verify the orientation
of Kirschner wire and to plan the drilling direction using
the algorithm proposed in Chapter 2.
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5.1.5 Drilling tests on human cadaver vertebrae 137

Figure 95: Experimental set up: (1) the positioning system; (2) the
drilling end-effector; (3) the C-arm fluoroscope; (4) the hu-
man torso.

3. The surgeon drilled the bone applying force on the drill
knob. The surgeon was free to perform the drilling pro-
cedure at his will without any constrain (regarding the
thrust force or the feed rate) on the duration of the proce-
dure. Simultaneously, the thrust force and velocity were
acquired with the acquisition system described in Figure
87.

Figure 96: Computer Tomography (CT) of torso of a 88 years old
male cadaver.
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138 5.1.5 Drilling tests on human cadaver vertebrae

4. Post-operative CT scans (Siemens CT VA0 COAD, 120

kVp, 330 mA) of the human torso have been performed
to evaluate the properties of the bony drilled tunnel. In
particular, CT scans have been useful for bony layer iden-
tification and the thickness measurements of the different
drilled layers (Figure 98).

5. Evaluation of PAI signals, as proposed in Section 5.1.3.

Six different holes were made in the L2-L4 lumbar verte-
brae by drilling the right and left peduncles. Of these six ac-
quisitions only four were significant: two tests were excluded
from the analysis because during drilling the drill bit broke the
medullary canal. Figure 99 shows the evaluated PAI for the
drilling test on: i) right peduncle of L2; ii) right peduncle of L3;
iii) left peduncle of L3 and iv) right peduncle of L4. The drill
bit met three different bone layers during drilling perfomances:
the cortical bone of the peduncle, the cancellous bone inside the
peduncle and finally the cancellous bone that fills the vertebral
body. These three different layers are highlighted in Figure 99.

Figure 97: Experimental steps for drilling tests on human cadaver.
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Figure 98: Example of length evaluation using OsiriX Lite Dicom
Viewer (Pixmeo SARL, Geneva).
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140 5.1.5 Drilling tests on human cadaver vertebrae

Figure 99: Plot of PAI for: top left) right peduncle of L2; top right) right peduncle of L3;
bottom left) left peduncle of L3; bottom right) right peduncle of L4
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5.2 bone strenght evaluation

The evaluation of bone strength is useful in a lot of orthope-
dic procedure, such as spinal fixation, hip, knee or shoulder re-
placement. In such procedures plates and screws are involved
and a damaged bone tissue (e.g. if it is affected by disease such
as osteoporosis) can compromises the surgical outcome.

Of huge interest in research is finding the most appropriate
technique or method to estimate bone strength in order to en-
hance the post-operative outcome. In literature two general
methods of evaluating bone strength are reported [272, 273]:
i) the first is based on basic engineering principles which re-
late the material strength to mechanical properties (e.g. density,
Young’s modulus, etc) and to loading conditions; ii) the second
non-invasive method is the bone densitometry through dual-
energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). Generally, this methods
are employed for evaluation of fracture risks.

The determination of the mechanical properties plays an im-
portant role in the evaluation of cancellous bone strength and a
lot of experimental results are reported in literature. However,
it depends on many factors related to the bony specimen and
testing condition. Many investigations have been conducted
in order to correlate mechanical properties to bone densito-
metry measurements through DXA method. In densitometry,
bone strength can be determined through bone mineral density
(BMD) [274, 275, 276].

Bone drilling has also been proposed for the evaluation of
bone strength [277, 278]. The estimation of bone strength through
drilling allows the surgeons to select appropriate treatment of
fracture fixation or to suggest the need for more protective
post-operative management [279]. Since bone drilling is largely
adopted in different orthopedics procedures, the drilling data
can be used for bone strength evaluation.

The use of Hounsfield Units (HUs) from CT scanning to as-
sess regional bone mineral density of the spine has recently
been described with several subsequent studies exploring its
utility in assessing fracture risk and screening for osteoporosis
[280, 281, 282, 283].

In [284] the authors correlate the HUs obtained from clinical
CT scans with DXA scores as well as compressive strengths
based on osseous models and potentially provide an alternative
method for determining regional BMD at no additional cost to
the patient.
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142 5.2 bone strenght evaluation

Figure 100: Example of selection of three different regions of inter-
est for measuring Hounsfield units (HU) value. The red
ellipses indicate (from left to right): cortical bone of the
peduncle, cancellous bone inside the peduncle and verte-
bral cancellous bone.

In this work the BDM, expressed in the HU scale, evaluated
through post-operative CT scans on human cadaver and PAI
values, derived after the drilling operations, have been com-
pared.

Hounsfield scale allows a measurement of the standardized
linear attenuation coefficient of tissue: water has a null HU
value, while air a value of −1000 HU; tissues denser than water
have positive values, and tissues less dense than water have
negative values [285, 286].

HU can be defined considering a voxel with average linear
attenuation coefficient µ, as:

HU = 1000 ·
µ− µwater

µwater − µair
(4)

where µwater and µair are respectively the linear attenuation
coefficients of water and air.

The technique for assessing regional bone mineral density of
the bones is very simple using a DICOM images viewer soft-
ware. In fact, it is possibile to draw a region of interest with
simple sketch tools in which only the target bony region is
encapsulated. The software calculates the average HU in the
region of interest for each image.

The CT section images containing the longitudinal axis of
the four significant hole, for which it was possible to evalu-
ate the PAI, were analyzed. For each image it was possible to
identify three different regions of interest, corresponding to the
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Table 15: PAIs and HUs values of drilling tests on human cadaver.

Drilled tunnel
h1

[HU]

h2

[HU]

h3

[HU]

p1

(PAI)

p2

(PAI)

p3

(PAI)

L2 right 410,8 58,1 11,3 90,4 6,1 2,1
L4 right 439,4 230,92 142,2 7,3 4,4 2,4
L3 right 874,9 58,7 93,6 51,0 6,0 2,2
L3 left 1008,6 197,7 91,7 273,4 67,9 5,8

different type of drilled bone tissue (peduncle cortical bone, pe-
duncle cancellous bone and vertebral cancellous bone) (Figure
100). For each region of interest the average value of HUs was
assessed, respectively: h1 is the HUs mean of cortical bone, h2

of peduncle cancellous bone and h3 is the vertebral cancellous
bone (values reported in Table 15). Finally, the ∆HU parameter
has been defined as:

∆HU1 = 100 ·
h1 − h2

h1
(5)

∆HU2 = 100 ·
h1 − h3

h1
(6)

In the same way, the means of the PAI in different bone layer
have been evaluated, and a new parameter ∆PAI, similarly to
∆HU, has been introduced:

∆PAI1 = 100 ·
p1 − p2

p1
(7)

∆PAI2 = 100 ·
p1 − p3

p1
(8)

where pi {i = 1, 2, 3} is the PAI means values respectively in
peduncle cortical bone, peduncle cancellous bone and vertebral
cancellous bone (values reported in Table 15).

The values referred to the same transitions were compared
as shown in the histograms in Figures 101 and 102. This com-
parison was carried out on the four significant holes already
specified. It is worth to notice that the difference between the
two parameters is always less than 10%. This demonstrates a
qualitative correlation between the measured data with the av-
erage impedance (PAI) method and the bone mineral density.
The results suggest a good correlation between the BDM ex-
pressed in HU scale and PAI, and moreover emphasize the pos-
sibility of using the new mechatronic drilling system as an in
vivo diagnostic tool for the evaluation of bone strength and for
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Figure 101: Histograms representing the ∆PAI1 and ∆HU1 values for
different drilled holes.
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Figure 102: Histograms representing the ∆PAI2 and ∆HU2 values for
different drilled holes.

assisting orthopaedic surgeons in the decision making related
to the treatment of a fracture or other pathologies.
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5.3 smart surgical ultrasonic drill

The new parameter (PAI) has been proposed in order to im-
plement a new breakthrough algorithm for bone layers iden-
tification. Such parameter has been introduce considering the
traditional bone machining method such as the drilling with ro-
tative drill. As discussed in Chapter 3, this method suffers some
disadvantages despite its largely adoption in clinical practice.

In this work a new ultrasonic drill for bony deep holes has
been developed in order to reduce the trauma related to bone
machining. In this Section, it is shown the feasibility to use the
ultrasonic drill in the process for the bone layers breakthrough
detection, thanks to its capability of sensing of the thrust force
applied during bone drilling. This represents a huge advantage,
since:

• all the advantages of the ultrasonic cutting, already de-
scribed, are assured;

• a single device allows cutting and sensing features simul-
taneously.

5.3.1 Sensing capability

The active element of ultrasonic drill is the piezoelectric stack,
that is composed by four PZT-8 discs. During its operation
the ultrasonic drill uses the inverse piezoelectric effect to gener-
ate the ultrasonic vibration of the system. Such effect is due
to the properties of the piezoelectric material that exhibiting a
displacement when an electric field on its surface is applied.
Generally, this behavior is exploited in the design of piezoelec-
tric actuators. At the same time, piezoelectric sensors exploit
the direct piezoelectric effect: when a piezoelectric element is sub-
jected to a compressive load, an electrical charge, directly pro-
portional to the applied force, is generated (Figure 103). The
piezoelectric sensors have an advantages respect to other sens-
ing techniques in that they are active sensing elements, so that
no power supply is needed. Moreover, the necessary deforma-
tion to generate a signal is very small, enhancing the sensitivity
of the force measures.

Considering the applications where the piezoelectric elements
are used as transducer, it is possible to consider the piezoelec-
tric stack as a capacitor, which capacitance is defined as:
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Figure 103: Schematic representation of: left) inverse piezoelectric ef-
fect and right) direct piezoelectric effect.

C =
ǫA

d
(9)

where A is the area plates, that are separated by a uniform
gap of thickness d filled with a dielectric with permittivity ǫ.
If a force F is applied to the capacitor plates, its capacitance
changes. In particular, assuming a force F, equal to k · x (assum-
ing the material between plates is linear elastic), applied to the
plates, the gap undergoes to a reduction respect to the nominal
distance equal to F

k where k is the spring constant. In this way
it is possible re-write the capacitance C, after an applied force,
as:

C =
ǫA

d− F
k

(10)

The last relation can be rearranged as:

C = (ǫAd+ ǫA
F

k
) ·

1

d2 − F2

k2

(11)

assuming d >> x and so d2 >> F2

k2
it is possible to simplify

the last relation in

C ≃ (
ǫA

d
+ ǫA

F

kd2
) (12)

where the first addendum (ǫA
d2

) is the nominal capacitance.
The capacitance variation, thus can be written as:

∆C ≃
ǫAF

kd2
(13)

and the relation with the voltage V is given by the following
equation:

∆V ≃ q
kd2

ǫAF
(14)
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where q is the charge on the plates and ∆V is the difference
between the feed voltage V0 and the output voltage V∗ mea-
sured when a force F is applied to the piezoelectric stack. The
measurement of V∗ allows to obtain a indirect measure of force
F, according to the following equation:

V∗ ≃ V0 − q
kd2

ǫAF
(15)

5.3.2 Experimental data acquisitions

The bench test for the characterization of the ultrasonic drill
consisted of: i) the end-effector previously described with the
load cell; ii) the ultrasonic drill, described in Chapter 4, an-
chored to the drill base. The ultrasonic drill was held at the
base (1, Figure 86) through a flange designed to surround and
tighten the drill in its nodal plane (Figure 104). In all tests
performed, multiple masses (each corresponding to a force of
4.7 N) have been applied on the load cell causing advancement
of the ultrasonic drill along the guide (Figure 105). The tip of
the ultrasonic drill during these tests was pushed on a wood
surface (not ultrasonically machinable).

The ultrasonic drill control and acquisition system is described
in Figure 106. The piezoelectric drill was supplied by Silence
Scope driver, and the signal V∗ was measured by the digital
multimeter (Agilent 34401A, Keysight Technology) at the ends
of a capacitor (3µF, Figure 58). The output force data of the
load cell was acquired as previously described (Section 5.1.2).
The digital multimeter can read up to 500 readings/second of

Figure 104: Ultrasonic drill (a) and flange support (b). The ultrasonic
drill is assured to the flange through four grub screw (c)
at its nodal plane.
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Figure 105: Schematic representation of force F application during
tests.

AC input voltage with amplitude up to 1000 V and 3 A max
current input.

In Figure 108 a representative voltage V∗ curve and the cor-
responding force F applied to the drill during the acquisition
are plotted. The ultrasonic drill was fed in constant current
modalities, with current equal to 0.5 A. The two signals have

Figure 106: Ultrasonic drill supply and acquisition system.
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a different number of sample each other because of different
sample rate of their respective acquisition systems. In fact the
digital multimeter sets the sample rate considering the input
signal frequency. As highlighted in red and blue boxes the
signal V∗ decreases (A) when the force is applied (B), and it
rapidly increases (C) when the load is removed (D). The min-
imum peaks on the descent front of the signals are caused by
the load applied at the moment in which it is placed on the
load cell (A and B). This happens especially when low weights
are applied to the load cell which is affected by the inertia of
the weight-laying gesture on it.

Furthermore, it is possible to notice that the voltage V∗ rises
during the acquisition. This phenomenon can be addressed
to the increase in temperature of the ultrasonic drill and the
consequent increase of energy loss (Chapter 4, Equation 21 and
23). In Figure 109 different voltage curves acquired in zero-load
condition for different input currents are shown. The Figure

Figure 107: Overview of ultrasonic drill mounted on the end-effector.
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A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 108: Ultrasonic drill supply and acquisition system.
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Figure 109: Voltage V∗ for different input currents.

109 clearly shows higher voltage values as the input current is
raised.

5.3.3 Voltage and force signals correlation

In order to correlate the voltage and force signals different
tests have been performed. Different loads (4.7 N, 9.4 N and
14.1 N) have been applied to the load cells and, consequently,
to the tip of ultrasonic drill. Each test included seven different
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Table 16: ∆V̄ values for different tests.

Measurement

∆V̄

(F = 4.7 N)

[V]

∆V̄

(F = 9.4 N)

[V]

∆V̄

(F = 14.1 N)

[V]

∆V̄

(F = 18.8 N)

[V]

1 3.76 4.67 5.81 6.50

2 4.02 5.06 5.98 7.22

3 4.14 5.16 5.94 7.06

Mean value

∆V̄m
3.98 4.96 5.91 6.93

Standard

deviation
0.19 0.26 0.09 0.38

loading conditions: the data acquisition started with null load
and the tip of ultrasonic drill was free to vibrate. After 5 s, the
load was applied on the load cell for 5 s and consequently the
tip of the ultrasonic drill was pushed against the wood support.
Then the load was removed from the load cell for another 5 s
and simultaneously the tip of the ultrasonic drill was detached
from the support sliding the carriages along the linear guides.
In total, the load was applied for three times. The total time of
the singe test was 40 s. Figure 110 shows significant curves (V∗

for the corresponding F) during the acquisitions. The ultrasonic
drill was powered at 0.5 A and a slight temperature-dependent
drift occurred in all measurements.

In order to eliminate the dependence of the temperature and
to correlate the V∗ signal to the force one, a differential mea-
surement was performed. This measure involved the evalua-
tion of ∆V̄ between the average of the 100 samples of the volt
signal before load-application and the 100 samples before the
load-removal, as shown in Figure 111. For each signal it was
possible to evaluate three different ∆V̄i i = {1, 2, 3} related to
the load condition. ∆V̄i evaluation was carried out on the four
signals shown in the Figure 110. The evaluated values are re-
ported in Table 16.

Figure 112 shows the linear calibration curve between the
∆V̄m (average of the three values obtained for each measure-
ment) and the respectively applied force values. The error bars
calculated as the standard deviation are also shown.

The coefficients of the linear regression are reported in Figure
112. The value p1 indicates the sensitivity S of the system:

S =
∆V̄m

∆F
= p1 = 0, 21

V

N
(16)
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Figure 110: V∗ signal for different applied loads.
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Figure 111: Evaluation of ∆V̄ . Red segments are the mean values
of 100 sample before the load was applied and than re-
moved. The grey narrow indicate the amplitude of ∆V̄ .

Reproducibility can be observed by the error bars and the
fact that discrimination among the measured mean ∆V̄m values
are not disturbed by overlapping standard deviation, being it
smaller than the difference calculated between contiguous ∆V̄m

levels. The good reproducibility of the system can be observed
through the values reported in Table 16.

Furthermore, considering the resolution of the digital multi-
meter as 10−2 V it is possible to calculate the resolution R of the
piezo-stack as:

R =
10−2[V]

S
= 0, 5N (17)

In order to prove the reproducibility and the reliability of the
system, tests with the application of different loads have been
performed. Figure 113 shows the V∗ signal of a significant test
on which nine different loads have been arbitrarily applied to
the ultrasonic drill. The loads have been applied for different
duration intervals. After the load was removed, the system
was allowed a short zero-load period of working. As for the
previously described tests, different ∆V̄ have been evaluated.
Values are reported in Table 17. It is easy to check that the
values shown in the Table 17 fall within the ranges established
during the system calibration phase (Table 16).

At the same time, the presence of a constant drift of the signal
V∗ during the acquisition is clear from the curve shown in the
Figure 113. For piezoelectric force measuring devices, measure-
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Figure 112: Linear correlation between ∆V̄m and F.

ment signal variations due to triboelectric effects and tempera-
ture gradients are inherently stochastic and significantly affect
the drift. The linear drift, besides, can be caused by a charge ac-
cumulation on the piezoelectric stack electrodes, which can be
compensated. Due to these stochastic effects a precise and re-
producible prognosis of the drift at any time of a measurement
is practically impossible.

Furthermore, during acquisition the ultrasonic drill under-
goes significant temperature variations for prolonged use. All
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Figure 113: V∗ signal acquisition during a test performed with appli-
cation of different applied loads. The light-grey patches
highlight the applications of different loads. The load
values are reported.
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Table 17: ∆V̄ values for arbitrarily load application test.

∆V̄1 4.66 V ∆V̄4 4.67 V ∆V̄4 3.86 V
∆V̄2 5.84 V ∆V̄5 7.33 V ∆V̄4 4.78 V
∆V̄3 3.81 V ∆V̄6 4.45 V ∆V̄4 7.03 V

At the beginning of the acquisition. After 30 s. 

When the drill is switched off (45 s of use) 45 s after turning off the drill.

Figure 114: Temperature increase during ultrasonic drill operation.
These thermo-images have been acquired when 4.7 N
load was applied to the ultrasonic drill.

the tests lasted 45 s, and during the acquisitions the tempera-
ture was measured using a thermal imaging camera. FLIR E5

(FLIR Systems, Inc., Oregon, US) thermal imaging camera has
been used. In Figure 114 it is possibile to see the temperature
increase during the operation. It has been proved that after
45 s from the turning off of the drill, the surface temperature
returns to a value close to the starting one.
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5.4 discussion and conclusions

In this Chapter two different systems have been proposed
to increase safety during the bone drilling operations. As pre-
sented in Chapter 3, many efforts have been made to design
hardware and software systems to be able to discriminate be-
tween the different bone layers during drilling operations. The
detection methods described in the literature foresee hypothe-
ses and operating conditions that cannot be adapted to manual
drilling systems such as the one proposed in Chapter 2 and 5.

A new parameter, Average Impedance, for the evaluation of
the mechanical impedance of the bone tissue has been defined.
Based on the variation of the average impedance on a mov-
ing position window, an algorithm has been proposed to iden-
tify the different bone layers encountered during drilling. The
proposed parameter is unaffected by friction variability and it
changes in the end-effector orientation. The effectiveness of the
proposed approach depends from the proper selection of the
thresholds, which could be bone-tissue dependent. Neverthe-
less, this approach is not conceived to completely substitute the
surgeon by means of an automatic drilling system but rather to
assist the execution of manual procedures. In conclusion, the
additional information (PAI) can enhance the bone drilling pro-
cedure in terms of accuracy and safety. Future works will be
devoted to the implementation of the detecting algorithm on a
real-time system and to the testing of the whole surgical plat-
form on human anatomies.

Drilling tests on human cadaver vertebras have been con-
ducted for the validation of the procedure proposed in Chapter
2 and concurrently for the evaluation of PAI signals on human
bone tissues. The results, presented in Figure 99, were obtained
thanks to the evaluation of bone thickness by post-operative CT.
The evaluation of the thicknesses of the different layers was
based on evaluating the bone mineral density of each. The
layer identification on CT images has been conducted by ex-
pert spine surgeons. By analyzing the results of the PAI curves
of the single hole and the corresponding CT images, it was also
possible to verify that the new parameter is also able to detect
phenomena of vertebral collapse during drilling (Figure 115).

Furthermore, through the CT images it was possible to find
a good correlation between the PAI data and the data related
to bone mineral density measured in HU. Dimensionless pa-
rameters have been built ad hoc to compare the two different
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Figure 115: Vertebral collapse during drilling of left L3 peduncle.

types of information showing a difference that is always less
than 10%.

Finally, the feasibility of using the ultrasonic drill not only
as a drilling tool but also as a sensing tool has been demon-
strated. The adoption of this technology would ensure the in-
trinsic safety respect to the soft tissues (as discussed in the two
previous Chapters), but also, thanks to its sensing capability,
it could also be used as a tool for evaluating the thrust force
applied during drilling operations.

The ultrasonic drill was calibrated by applying known loads
on it. The calibration curve shows a linear trend between ap-
plied loads and ∆V̄ values. It was also necessary to carry out a
differential measurement since the V∗ signal in any case shows
a drift caused by intrinsic factors to the experimental set up.
Temperature is an important parameter to consider when using
ultrasound systems with high vibration frequency. A high tem-
perature rise could irreversibly damage the piezoelectric discs,
if the Curie temperature was exceeded. The effect of tempera-
ture on the treated bone and the surrounding ones should not
be underestimated either. It is important to provide an irriga-
tion system thanks to which the temperature of the ultrasonic
drill does not increase. It is also important to emphasize that
the increase in temperature of the drill during its use can be
brought back to the initial value by switching off the system
for a time equal to its use. The system as shown in Figure ??

has a good reproducibility. The obtained results confirm the
hypothesis of being able to use the drill also as a measuring
tool.
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6 C O N C L U S I O N S

6.1 overview

This research has demonstrated the significant contribution
of mechatronics technology to orthopaedic surgery, in two key
areas, associated with the drilling of bone. The two key areas of
contribution have been identified as the enhancement of safety
and the evaluation of bone characteristics. The enhancement of
safety refers to the adoption of ultrasonic drill for creation of
deep holes into the bone and the design of a surgical position-
ing system.

Starting from the engineering challenge of the accurate and
safe creation of a single transpedicular bone hole to access to
intervertebral disc space, the PhD objectives were design and
development of a bone drilling system that enhance safety dur-
ing drilling and creation of a specific software, as described in
Chapter 1.

The proposed PS for orienting the insertion of a surgical can-
nula during a novel procedure for MISS, is characterized by
an unique set of features, which is not exhibited by other solu-
tions. Such features include: a low invasiveness, since no me-
chanical fixtures onto the bones are necessary; low cost; ease
of installation, since the positioning system can be used in any
standard or hybrid surgical room equipped with a C-arm. The
insertion planning is simply based on the information coming
from two perpendicular images (antero-posterior and medio-
lateral views) acquired though a C-arm fluoroscope. This ap-
proach i) avoids the need for multiple landmarks since only the
knowledge of the insertion point, identified by the surgeon, is
requested thus greatly simplifying the surgical set-up; ii) min-
imizes the radiation dose administered to the subject. In the
final prototype a dedicated position sensor will measure the
advancement of the drill. In such configuration the couple of
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160 6.1 overview

initial images is theoretically sufficient to assure the correct po-
sitioning of the cannula. Nonetheless, it is possible to expect
that few additional images should be acquired for redundancy
and safety reasons.

The adoption of the SPS could:

• exploiting technology to transcend human limitations in
treating patients;

• improving the safety, consistency and overall quality of
interventions;

• improving the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of patient
care;

The development of a passive system for driving surgical in-
struments has been proposed. The choice to design a passive
system arises from the fact that orthopaedic or neural surgeons
may prefer an assisting device rather than a substituting one in
performing surgical procedures. Passive systems preserve the
skills of the surgeon, who remains the only supervisor of the
surgical tool advancement along a drilling path. The introduc-
tion of PS allows a mitigation of tremor during the orientation
of surgical drill enhancing the accuracy of drilling trajectory.

The safety enhancement has been gained also with the use
of piezoelectric technology for bone drilling. Ultrasonic bone
cutting has advantages in controlling tissue damages because
it reduces the cutting temperature and associated detrimental
after-effects to the bone and it selectively cuts only mineralized
tissues, avoiding damages to soft tissues for frequencies in the
range of 25 - 35 kHz. In fact, in that frequency range soft tissues
can vibrate at the same tool tip frequency without trauma.

Despite its many advantages, piezoelectric surgery still has
some drawbacks compared to conventional techniques: it is re-
stricted to minimally invasive surface bone works and does not
allow the creation of deep holes as requested in transpedicular
approach. For this reason a new ultrasonic drill has been de-
veloped. To this aim, a design process for ultrasonic systems
has been proposed. This process exploits the potential of a
simulation software such as COMSOL Multiphysics to design
the whole ultrasonic systems, and subsequently to character-
ize their vibration properties through a single tool that allows
the transducer to be powered and to make electric impedance
measurements. The results reported in the previous section
show a good agreement between the results of the simulations
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and the experimental tests. In fact the simulated and acquired
resonance frequencies differ at most by 4.8% in case of the com-
plete drill, while it drops to 2.3% in case of the partial assembly
(booster and transducer) and to 1.8% in case of the transducer.
Furthermore, the proposed process can be clearly applied to
the development of systems for different applications, such as
welding, cleaning bath and cutting.

The discussion regarding the safety in spinal procedure, more
specifically in the transpedicular one, cannot be solely exhausted
by taking these two solutions into account. In fact, different
software and hardware solutions for monitoring the drill ad-
vancement during drilling have been developed. A drilling tool
embedded with force and position sensors has been designed
and a parameter (named Average Impedance) for the evalua-
tion of the mechanical impedance of the bone tissue has been
defined. The end-effector of the surgical platform has been
used to perform manual drillings in which the operator manu-
ally advances the driller along a predefined path pushing on a
knob linked with a load cell. Based on the variation of the aver-
age impedance on a moving position window, an algorithm has
been proposed to identify the different bone layers encountered
during the drilling. It has been possible to conclude that this
kind of analyses on the data of thrust force and feed rate can be
useful to provide support informations to the surgeon during
manual drillings. Nevertheless, this approach is not conceived
to completely substitute the surgeon by means of an automatic
drilling system but rather to assist the execution of manual pro-
cedures.

Tests of proposed surgical procedure and technologies on hu-
man cadaver have been performed. The correlation between
PAI and HUs has been shown. Dual x-ray absorptiometry
(DXA) is currently the standard for assessing bone mineral
density and it has been correlated with fracture risk and treat-
ment efficacy. The evaluation of bone strength is useful in a lot
of orthopedic procedure, such as spinal fixation, hip, knee or
shoulder replacement. In such procedures plates and screws
are involved and a damaged bone tissue (e.g. if it is affected
by disease such as osteoporosis) can compromises the surgical
outcome. The rotative smart drilling system has proved useful
to implement breakthrough detection method, and in addition
it can provide the surgeon further informations about the the
state of health of bones.
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Finally, the feasibility of using the ultrasonic drill not only
as a drilling tool but also as a sensing tool has been demon-
strated. The adoption of this technology would ensure the in-
trinsic safety respect to the soft tissues, but also, thanks to its
sensing capability, it could also be used as a tool for evaluating
the thrust force applied during drilling operations. The imple-
mentation of a system for bone layers identification has never
been proposed using piezoelectric technologies. This study
opens new strategies for the drill advancement control.

6.2 future works

Future works may include the following recommendations:

• Providing the PS with actuated joints in order to allow
a quicker positioning, thus shortening the duration of
the preoperative phase. In particular, the adoption of
actuators with intrinsic elasticity would allow to safely
cope with small vertebrae motion. The adoption of Series
Elastic Actuators (SEA), such proposed in [287, 288, 289],
which include an elastic element, e.g., a torsion spring,
placed between the gearmotor and the load, can aid the
breath motion issues. Moreover, the actuator was found
to be intrinsically backdrivable: this contributes to cope
safety aspects to be taken into consideration when design-
ing robots for surgery.

• A system for controlling the temperature increase in ultra-
sonic drilling. In addition to the temperature raise of the
ultrasonic drill, also the cutting site undergoes a signifi-
cant increase in temperature which can lead to necrosis of
the bone tissues. Nowadays, almost all of the orthopaedic
instruments use cooling solutions which are pumped into
the cut site to reduce temperature and aid debris removal.
The application of cooling solution has not been inves-
tigated and would undoubtedly reduce cutting tempera-
ture even further. Furthermore, the same adopted cool-
ing system could, for example, improve the performance
of the drill avoiding voltage drift and allowing a direct
correlation between the voltage and force signals after a
proper calibration. The cooling system can be designed
taking into account a proper fluid pathway, e.g. along
the drill axis, with dual action: a continuous irrigation
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of surgical site and decreasing of the transducer temper-
ature. Finally, also a redesign of the ultrasonic drill tip
(sonotrode) in contact with the bone can be implemented
in order to decrease the contact area with the bone after
the first breakthrough into the cortical layer.

• An ultrasonic drill with coupled vibrating modes (e.g. lon-
gitudinal and bending) to optimize the drilling perfor-
mance during bone cutting. Some authors proposed for
bone drilling the combination of the ultrasonic technolo-
gies with traditional rotative drills. In this way the ultra-
sonic effect assisted the drilling procedure allowing some
benefits to the biological tissues. However, the damages
due to the rotative actions of the drill can not be avoided.
New ultrasonic drill components can be designed for op-
erating in a longitudinal-torsional composite mode. This
approach has already been demonstrated in a different
application, such as the rocks sampling as described in
[290, 291, 292, 293].

• Experiments on different bones of different species to prove
the correlation between bone mineral density with the
PAI and developing a software for minimizing the user-
dependant errors during the procedure proposed in Chap-
ter 5, in particular during the identification of the region
of interest in CT-scans. Moreover, the bone trabecular ori-
entation can be considered in future work in order to char-
acterize the drilling forces need.

• Acquisition of a large number of voltage and force data
during bone drilling with the ultrasonic drill, in order to
substitute the voltage signal into the Average Impedance
calculation framework. Achieving this result would allow
the development of a new mechatronic ultrasonic drilling
system for orthopaedic surgery with a control algorithm,
able to detect imminent drill bit breakthrough, to provide
a controlled penetration.
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